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Abstract 

We develop a mathematical theory proposing that complex molecular phenotypes (CMPs, e.g., 

single-cell gene expression distributions and tissue organization) are produced from templates 

in the genome. We validate our theory using a procedure termed Causal Phenotype Sequence 

Alignment (CPSA). CPSA finds a candidate template of a CMP by aligning – without using genetic 

variation or biological annotations – a phenotypic measurement (e.g., a tissue image) with a 

reference genome. Given any edit to the CMP (e.g., changing cellular localization), CPSA 

outputs the genomic loci in the alignment corresponding to the edit.  We confirm that three 

CMPs (single-cell gene expression distributions of the immune system and of embryogenesis, 

and tissue organization of the tumor microenvironment) have templates: the loci output by 

CPSA for therapeutically significant edits of these CMPs reveal genes, regulatory regions and 

active-sites whose experimental manipulation causes the edits. Our theory provides a 

systematic framework for genetically redesigning CMPs. 
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Introduction 

 

Technological advances have enabled measurement of complex molecular phenotypes (CMPs) 

like single-cell gene expression distributions (measured by sequencing (Kolodziejczyk et al., 

2015)) and tissue organization (measured by high-parameter imaging (Palla et al., 2022)). A 

biological challenge is therefore to understand how CMPs are causally specified by the genome 

(Palla et al., 2022).  A causal understanding would enable redesigning CMPs using genetic 

perturbations (Cong et al., 2013; Qi et al., 2013) as well as discovering genetic targets for 

achieving therapeutically important edits to CMPs. 

 

The current understanding of how the genome specifies CMPs is via emergence: regulated 

expression of and interactions between proteins and mRNAs encoded in the genome give rise 

to the CMPs observed in high-parameter datasets (Figure 1A.1 the blue structure is the CMP 

produced by the genome, represented as black box).  Genome-wide association-studies 

(Schmiedel et al., 2022; Walker et al., 2022; Yazar et al., 2022), functional-genomics screens 

(Przybyla and Gilbert, 2022) and ex-vivo reconstitution approaches (Hodis et al., 2022) reveal 

the specific genomic loci associated with specific CMPs. However, such approaches do not 

provide a theoretical understanding of how the genome specifies CMPs in generality. In 

addition, these genome-wide approaches can only be applied when CMPs can be measured at 

scale in patient cohorts (unavailable in the case of rare diseases (Wangler et al., 2017)) or 

recapitulated ex vivo (not always possible for tissue organization and multicellular interactions 

(Rossi et al., 2018)). 

 

In contrast to CMPs, an established theory explains how amino-acid sequences of proteins are 

causally specified by the genome: any amino-acid sequence has a corresponding coding-

sequence in the organism’s genome (Crick, 1970). The coding-sequence can be regarded as a 

“template”: achieving expression of an edited protein requires only finding the template in the 

genome and making the corresponding edit to the template. This theory has practical 

applications: any prescribed edit to a protein can be introduced from only knowledge of its 
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sequence and the reference genome, without measurements of genetic or phenotypic variation 

or ex vivo recapitulation of the protein’s translation. 

 

The formal theory that protein sequences have templates in the genome required three steps. 

First, the notion of a template of a protein within a genome as a coding-sequence had to be 

mathematically formulated. Second, a search algorithm (e.g., the BLAST algorithm (Altschul et 

al., 1990)) was required to find candidate templates of protein sequences in genome sequences  

– in this case, a candidate template is a local alignment of a protein sequence within a genome. 

Third, it had to be experimentally verified that, given any prescribed edit to a protein sequence, 

genetically manipulating the corresponding loci in its template resulted in expression of the 

edited protein.  

 

Like protein sequences, CMPs are structures of extreme combinatorial complexity that are 

reliably reproduced by organisms (Figure 1A.1 the blue structure is the CMP output by the 

genome). We therefore hypothesized that CMPs are produced according to templates within 

the genome. The practical implication of this hypothesis is that, if correct, an edit to a CMP can 

be genetically designed from only a phenotypic measurement and the reference genome of the 

organism producing the CMP. How might it be assessed whether CMPs had such templates?  

 

First, the notion of a template of CMP within a genome must be mathematically formulated. 

Second, a search algorithm is required to identify a candidate template of a given CMP within 

the reference genome of the organism producing the CMP (Figure 1A.2, black structure of 

identical shape to CMP in genome). Finally, it must be experimentally verified whether 

genetically manipulating (e.g., with genome-editing) the genomic loci in the candidate template 

corresponding to any prescribed edit to the CMP (Figure 1A.3, prescribed edit of CMP is on top 

row, corresponding edit of template on bottom row) results in expression of the correctly 

edited CMP (Figure 1A.3, bottom row, red arrow outputs the correctly edited CMP). A 

Glossary is provided in the Methods as an informal reference for the new terms introduced. 
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We first developed a mathematical notion of template that could be applied to CMPs. A 

template of a CMP would not be a contiguous sequence in the genome (as seen for protein 

sequences) for two reasons. Mathematically, CMPs are not sequences, but rather, complex, 

high-dimensional structures. Biologically, loci from across the genome are involved in 

regulation of CMPs. Our definition addresses these two concerns and involves reformulating 

the genome as a metric space (instead of as a sequence). The definition is described in Figure 1 

and Supplementary Note 1, Section 1. The definition is formally analogous to defining a 

template of a protein sequence via deciphering the amino-acid code, as we detail in 

Supplementary Note 2. 

 

Secondly, we formulated the identification of candidate template of a CMP as a search 

problem: to align a measurement of a CMP (e.g. a multiplexed immunofluorescence image) 

with a reference genome sequence (e.g., GRCh38). The resulting alignment – referred to as a 

“phenotype-sequence alignment” (PSA) – is then the candidate template (Figure 1A.2, black 

structure of identical shape to CMP in genome). Like the coding-sequence of a protein in a 

genome, a PSA is a formal copy of the information in a CMP in a genome.  

 

We designed and implemented a neural network optimal transport algorithm termed “Neural 

Alignment of CMP with Reference genome” (NACR) to find PSAs. The only two inputs to NACR 

are a reference genome sequence and a measurement of a CMP, and the output is a PSA. 

Genetic variation, external data or biological annotations are not utilized. The NACR algorithm 

and validation that it, without a priori incorporation of any genetic information beyond the 

reference genome, outputs PSAs capturing specific genetic information specific to the input 

CMPs is presented in Figure 2 of the Results; the algorithm is formally defined in 

Supplementary Note 1, Section 2. 

 

The third and final step is to experimentally verify that a PSA of a CMP is a template of the CMP. 

This requires: a) selecting edits to the CMP; b) finding the genomic loci in the PSA 

corresponding to the edits and c) confirming that experimental manipulation of these genomic 
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loci results in correctly edited CMP. We developed a procedure implementing (b) termed 

“causal phenotype sequence alignment” (CPSA). CPSA takes as input a CMP and a PSA with a 

reference genome, and maps in silico edits to the CMP  (Figure 1A.3, prescribed edit of CMP is 

on top row)  to the genomic loci in the PSA corresponding to the edits (Figure 1A.3, 

corresponding edit to PSA on bottom row).  These loci are produced by CPSA without 

biological annotations, external data or measurements of genetic variation.  If (c) can be can be 

successfully experimentally verified using the genomic loci output by CPSA,  we consider the 

PSA to be a template. 

 

Why might CMPs have templates as revealed by our approach? We show using simulations in 

Figure 3 of the Results that under information-efficiency constraints on the genomic 

specification of CMPs,  NACR would identify templates of CMPs.  We therefore assessed our 

hypothesis in the context of biological datasets. 

 

We verify in Figure 3 of the Results that NACR identifies partial templates of single-cell gene 

expression distributions of the human immune system and of mouse embryo development in 

GRCh38 and mm10 respectively. The genomic loci produced by CPSA for editing expression of 

the gene coding for interferon-γ (IFNG) in CD8+ T cells corresponded to genes that had been 

confirmed in an independent genome-wide CRISPR activation screen to edit interferon-γ 

protein expression in CD8+ T cells. The genomic loci produced by CPSA for editing CD4+ T cell 

“effectorness” genes (Cano-Gamez et al., 2020) corresponded to key CD4+ T cell regulatory 

modules. The genomic loci produced by CPSA for editing the composition of the embryo with 

respect to developmental lineages corresponded to key developmental transcription factors 

and identified master regulators specific to the lineages in question.  

 

We verify in Figure 4 of the Results  that NACR identifies partial templates of the high-

parameter tissue organization of the colorectal colorectal cancer (CRC) immune tumor 

microenvironment (iTME) in GRCh38. The genomic loci produced by CPSA for editing the 

frequency of tumor infiltrating CD8+ T cells corresponded to genes, including CXCL11, as well as 
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the promoter region of CD62L, whose experimental genetic manipulation has been shown to 

modulate tumor infiltration of CD8+ T cells. Furthermore, genomic loci produced by CPSA 

selectively highlighted an active site in CXCL11 whose mutation was shown to alter T cell 

trafficking in vivo by altering ligand binding. The genomic loci produced by CPSA for altering the 

CRC iTME from a diffuse to an organized B cell state corresponded to genes, including CXCR4, 

whose chemical modulation in CRC patients was shown to modulate B cell immunogenicity of 

the iTME. In addition, CPSA highlighted the zinc-transporter SLC30A1, whose expression was 

associated with survival of CRC patients and suggested a potential mechanistic role for zinc ion 

homeostasis in B cell mediated antitumoral immunity. 

 

Our results, showing that PSAs of CMPs from three fundamental biological contexts (the 

immune system, development and cancer) are partially templates, provide validation of our 

theory. 

 

Results 

 

A Glossary is provided in the Methods as a reference for the new terms introduced. 

 

Defining templates of complex molecular phenotypes with causal phenotype 

sequence alignment 

 

We define a template to be a structure, according to which a system produces an observed 

structure that is formally a copy of the template. Motivating biological examples of templates 

are the coding sequence of a protein within the genome and the DNA encoding of a transcribed 

RNA. What would a template of a complex molecular phenotype (CMP, like the organization of 

a biological tissue or a single-cell gene-expression distribution, look like in a reference genome?  
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The formal structure of a CMP can be regarded as a collection of points in a metric space (a set 

with a notion of distance between points in the set).  For example, a CMP could be: a collection 

of expression vectors of single-cells (Samusik et al., 2016) or a collection of cell-type 

composition vectors of patches from a tissue (Schürch et al., 2020). The distances between 

points in the metric spaces measure how different the gene expression or cell-type composition 

vectors are. 

 

The formal structure of a genome is traditionally regarded as a sequence of nucleotides. We 

reformulated the genome as a metric space, so as to axiomatically define a phenotype 

sequence alignment (PSA) of a CMP with a reference genome as an exact copy of the CMP’s 

formal structure within the reference genome: a PSA of a CMP with a genome is a map sending 

points in the CMP to points in the genome that preserves distances between points.  We first 

use this axiomatic definition of PSA to define templates, before detailing how we formulate the 

genome sequence as a metric space. 

 

In Figure 1B.1 the points within the oval (left) represent the CMP and the collection of points 

(right) represent the genome (formulated as a metric space). The distance between the points 

in Figure 1B.1 are their distances on the page. In Figure 1B.2, the PSA of the CMP with the 

genome is highlighted in red and can be seen to capture the formal structure of the CMP. Three 

example points, and the locations to which they are sent in the genome, are shown. 

 

If a PSA is a template of the CMP, making a prescribed edit to a CMP should only require editing 

the locations corresponding to it in the PSA. We consider an edit to a CMP as moving its points 

(Figure 1B.3, blue arrows indicate how selected points in phenotype space are moved, Figure 

1A.3, achieving selected edit on top row to CMP requires only correspondingly editing the 

template in genome on bottom row). Such an edit could correspond to, for example, editing 

the gene-expression of a cell type or the cell type composition of a cellular neighborhood in a 

tissue). Since the PSA sends each point in the CMP to points in the genome, there are genomic 

loci in the PSA corresponding to the edit (Figure 1B.4, highlighted red points). If experimental 
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manipulation of these genomic loci results in the organism producing the correctly edited CMP, 

the PSA is defined to be a template.  

 

The procedure of computing a PSA of a CMP with a reference genome, and mapping prescribed 

edits of the CMP to their corresponding genomic loci in the PSA, is referred to as causal 

phenotype sequence alignment (CPSA).  Whether a PSA is a template for a CMP is evaluated 

empirically by verifying whether manipulation of the genomic loci output by CPSA results in 

production of the edited CMP. 

 

The notion of alignment and template we provide here is formally analogous to the notion of 

alignment and template for protein sequences. This is discussed in Supplementary Note 2 using 

ideas from model theory (Grädel et al., 2007). 

 

The genome as a metric space 

 

We axiomatically defined PSAs and templates assuming that the genome had been formulated 

as a metric space. We now present our formulation of the genome as a metric space. We 

describe the points in this metric space and the distances between pairs of points. An informal 

description is provided here; the formal definition is in Supplementary Note 1, Section 1.2.  

 

The points in the metric space representation of a genome are k-mer functionals. A k-mer 

functional is axiomatically a function that assigns a numerical value to every unique k-mer in 

the genome  (Figure 1D, left, λ1 and λ2
 
are two examples of k-mer functionals).  A k-mer 

functional should be visualized as a “trace” along the genome: it assigns a numerical value to 

each position in the genome dependent only on the k nucleotides beginning at that position 

(Figure 1D, top right, red line labelled λ1 and green line labelled λ2). 

 

The distances between points in the metric space are as follows. The squared distances 

between two k-mer functionals is obtained by averaging the squared difference in their values 
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at the k-mer across each position in the genome (Figure 1D,  right, orange lines between red 

and green curves indicate pointwise differences). 

 

In practice, we cannot evaluate a functional at every genome position, because the genome is 

too large. Instead, we estimate the functional’s values by sampling k-mers from the genome, 

and averaging the squared distances between functional values over the sampled k-mers (the 

scale factor has been excluded for clarity from the formula in Figure 1D, lower right; details are 

provided in Supplementary Note 1, Section 1). 

 

A single genome is represented by the metric space of k-mer functionals, and not to an 

individual k-mer functional. The sequence of the genome is captured by its metric space 

representation: the metric on the space captures all the frequencies of k-mers. The metric 

space is a natural way to represent a single genome, because the primary output of short-read 

sequencing technologies is a distribution over k-mers (Huang et al., 2012).  

 

Alignments of CMPs with a genome sequence 

Having formulated the genome as a metric space, we now describe and visualize PSAs of a CMP 

with a reference genome. The mathematical definition is in Supplementary Note 1, Section 1.3. 

 

A CMP has three pieces of data: 1) a set of possible, high-dimensional, measurement outcome 

vectors; each vector a single possible observation (Figure 1C, left, x1 and x2 are vectors, 

assigning a value to each feature, with examples: gene expression of a single cell and cell 

composition of a tissue image patch), 2) a notion of distance between the vectors (Figure 1C, 

top right, formula for Euclidean distance) and 3) the observed measurement outcome vectors 

in the dataset (Figure 1C, lower right, x1 , x2 , … are observed). The first two ingredients are 

referred to together as ‘phenotype space’ and the third as the ‘points’ of the CMP. 

 

A PSA of a CMP with a reference genome is a function T that maps points in phenotype space to 

k-mer functionals (Figure 1E, left, point xi is mapped to T(xi)) such that: for all points xi and xj in 
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the CMP, the distance between xi and xj is equal to the distance between the k-mer functionals 

assigned to them, T(xi) and T(xj) (Figure 1E, left, arrows between T(xi) and T(xj) are the same 

length as the arrows between xi and xj; see lower formula).   

 

A PSA of a CMP is visualized in Figure 1B.4. Concretely, the map T assigns a trace along the 

genome to each point in the CMP (Figure 1E, red, green and blue traces). The average of the 

squared differences in values at each position in the genome (Figure 1E, vertical dashed lines 

and areas between pieces of traces indicated with colors and lowercase letters)  between the 

traces assigned to a pair of points has to equal the squared distances between the points.  

 

Mapping points in phenotype space to k-mer functionals means the genomic loci corresponding 

to a point in phenotype space are not necessarily localized in one contiguous sequence, but can 

be distributed across the genome. This is as would be biologically expected, if the PSA were to 

be considered a template.  

 

A neural algorithm for identifying PSAs of CMPs with reference genome 

 

We defined a PSA of a CMP with a reference genome as a distance-preserving map, labelled T, 

sending points in phenotype space to k-mer functionals. Requiring that T preserves distances 

introduces many constraints on T (Figure 1E, right,  colored areas between colored traces have 

to satisfy equations). These constraints provide a way to computationally search for PSAs of a 

CMP within a reference genome that does not require any biological annotations, external data 

or genetic variation. 

 

We formulated the problem of assigning k-mer functionals in the genome to points in 

phenotype space while preserving distances as an optimal transport problem (i.e., Gromov-

Wasserstein distance minimization (Mémoli, 2017; Nitzan et al., 2019)) that can be 

approximately solved with neural networks. We used a neural network strategy because neural 

networks can extract features and translate between data modalities without supervision in 
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biological (Yang et al., 2021) and other domains (Radford et al., 2021), as well as predict 

phenotype from genotype (Vaishnav et al., 2022; Zhou and Troyanskaya, 2015) and generate 

biological sequences achieving phenotypic targets (Vaishnav et al., 2022). Our algorithm is 

termed “Neural Alignment of CMPs with a Reference genome”  (NACR, Figure 2A-B, described 

presently and in Supplementary Note 1, Section 2).  

 

NACR has two inputs: a CMP and reference genome sequence (Figure 2A, left, upper). The 

output is an approximate PSA, a map T that sends each point in phenotype space to a k-mer 

functional (i.e., point in the reference genome represented as a metric space) that preserves 

distances. The map T is found by imposing that it approximately preserves distances (Figure 2A, 

left, lower) while restricting its computational complexity. 

 

The map T is parameterized by two neural networks F and G (Figure 2A, right, boxes labelled F 

and G). F takes as input a data point x and outputs an intermediate representation vector F(x), 

and G takes as input a k-mer y and outputs an intermediate representation vector G(y) (Figure 

2A, right, input and output to boxes labelled F and G). The value of the k-mer functional T(x) 

on the k-mer y is the inner product of their representation vectors; i.e., T(x)(s) = <F(x),G(y)>.    

 

The distance between two k-mer functionals is obtained using a Monte-Carlo estimate: by 

sampling a batch of sequences and averaging the squared differences between the two 

functionals over the batch. The extent to which T deviates from preserving distances is used as 

an ‘alignment loss’ to be minimized by gradient descent (see Supplementary Note 1, Section 2).  

 

NACR is distinct from standard approaches for translating or learning joint representations of 

multimodal data (Radford et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021), because 1) there is no assumed 

coupling between k-mers and data points 2) we are searching for a k-mer functional to assign to 

each point in phenotype space and not an individual k-mer. 
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NACR is applied to high-parameter imaging data as follows. First, the CMP – a tissue image 

dataset – is represented as a matrix of the counts of different cell types (after log (1+x) 

transformation) within image patches. The cell types are identified by segmentation and 

clustering as in (Bhate et al., 2022; Schürch et al., 2020) (Figure 2B, upper), but no biological 

information about the cell types is retained. The distance in phenotype space is the standard 

Euclidean distance. Other, lower-level features of the patches (e.g. pixel intensities) could also 

be used for NACR. However, since we empirically evaluate whether the output PSAs are 

templates by editing the CMP with respect to these features and applying CPSA to the edits, we 

require the features to be simple and biologically interpretable. 

 

The genome sequence is represented by extracting 128-mers (Figure 2B, middle). This size of k-

mer was selected to enable at least 10e7 128-mers to be stored on GPU along with the single-

cell distance matrices during the subsequent computations (see Methods). 

 

The PSA (Figure 2A, right) is obtained by minimizing the alignment loss using gradient descent. 

The alignment loss is computed by sampling batches of image patches and k-mers, applying F 

and G, and measuring the difference in pairwise distances between pairs of patches in the 

original phenotype space and the estimated distances between their assigned 128-mer 

functionals in the reference genome (see Supplementary Note 1, Section 2).  

 

PSAs of CMPs require complex genome sequences 

 

If NACR produced PSAs that were templates for the input CMPs, whether or not a PSA can be 

identified for a given CMP should depend on the target genome sequence. If there are no 

constraints on how points in phenotype space are mapped to the k-mer functionals, it is 

possible to perfectly identify perfect PSAs of any data with any genome that has sufficiently 

many unique k-mer sequences. We therefore reasoned that the quality of the best PSA for a 

human CMP would be considerably better in GRCh38 than the reference genomes of other 
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species, but only when the permitted complexity of the PSAs output by NACR had been 

constrained.  

 

We selected a human CMP – a 46 antibody-parameter CODEX image of a human tonsil 

(Kennedy-Darling et al., 2021) and applied NACR to search for PSAs with the genomes of H. 

sapiens, M. musculus, E. coli, S. cerevisiae as well as with genomes randomly generated by 

uniformly sampling nucleotides, while varying the permitted complexity of the PSAs. The 

complexity of PSAs output by NACR was varied by adjusting the regularization strengths of its 

neural networks (keeping the same architecture).  

 

In detail, we applied PSA as follows. We represented the multiplexed imaging data as a matrix 

in which rows corresponded to image patches within the tonsil, and columns correspond to the 

frequencies of different cell types within patches. We next extracted (at random) 10000 128-

mers (k= 128) from the genomes of H. sapiens (human), M. musculus (mouse), S. cerevisiae 

(yeast), E. coli  as well as 10000 uniformly distributed 128-mers. We applied NACR using 1-layer 

neural networks (see Methods) with each extracted set of 128-mers. This extraction and 

subsequent application of NACR was repeated multiple times to account for variation in the 

samples of 128-mers, at multiple regularization strengths to vary the permitted complexity of 

the alignments (Figure 2C, each point indicates a trained model at regularization indicated by 

x-axis position and is colored by the species, see Methods).   

 

This analysis showed that parsimonious PSAs (i.e., those of restricted complexity) can only be 

found in complex genome sequences. When no complexity constraint on the alignment was 

imposed, all genomes, including the randomly generated one, had a PSA with the tonsil data 

with the same, low alignment loss (Figure 2C, regularization parameter 0). Imposing modest 

complexity constraints, PSAs with the randomly generated genome could not be found (Figure 

2C, model regularization = 10, blue points), whereas PSAs with the other genomes could. At a 

higher regularization, PSAs could be identified with the yeast, human and mouse genomes but 

not in the E. coli genome (Figure 2C, model regularization = 100, orange points). With yet 
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stronger regularization, better PSAs could be found with the human and mouse genomes than 

with the yeast genome (Figure 2C, regularization = 200). At the strongest regularizations, better 

PSAs were found within the human genome than in the others (Figure 2C, regularization 

parameter 500-1000).  

 

These data indicate that the reference genome sequence affects the quality of the PSAs 

identified by NACR and suggest that the human tonsil could have the best PSAs with the human 

genome. 

 

PSAs capture genetic information specific to CMPs 

 

If the PSAs identified by NACR were templates, the PSAs should capture genetic information 

biologically specific to the input CMPs. We compared the known genetics of biologically defined 

points in the phenotype space to the k-mer functionals assigned to those points in the PSA. 

 

A PSA sends any point in phenotype space to a k-mer functional in the genome. A PSA therefore 

highlights regions of the reference genome sequence, namely those where the k-mer functional 

takes high values. If the k-mer functionals corresponding to specific, biologically defined, points 

in phenotype space highlights regions of the genome involved in the genetic regulation of the 

biological processes associated with those points – even though no biological annotations or 

external data were used to find the PSA –  it could be concluded that the PSA was capturing 

genetic information specific to the CMPs. 

 

We found a PSA of the human tonsil CMP with the human genome (GRCh38). Using the same 

patch-feature representation of the human tonsil in terms of cell type counts as above (Figure 

2B, upper panel), we scaled up PSA. Specifically, we extracted ten million 128-mers (a coverage 

of approximately 0.37, using a haploid genome size of 3.1e9 base pairs), increased the capacity 

of the neural networks and imposed nonnegativity (for interpretability) as well as a sparsity 
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regularization term in the loss (to encourage the functionals to be nonzero at only a small 

number of 128-mers, see Methods).  

 

We next selected two points in phenotype space of known biological significance: the mean cell 

type count vector of points in the light-zone of the germinal center, and the mean cell type 

count vector of points in the dark-zone of the germinal center, using the cellular neighborhoods  

defined in (Bhate et al., 2022). These points in phenotype space represent the average cell-type 

composition of image patches randomly sampled from the dark-zone and light-zone 

respectively. We selected these points because the genes involved in regulation of B cell affinity 

maturation via antigen-dependent, T cell mediated activation in the light-zone followed by 

movement to the dark-zone and rapid proliferation or apoptosis (Ise and Kurosaki, 2019) are 

well understood.  

 

We evaluated whether the k-mer functionals assigned in the PSA to the dark-zone cell-type 

count vector and light-zone cell-type count vector highlighted the genes associated to those 

cellular neighborhoods in the tonsil.   

 

From the sequence of each gene in the human genome, we extracted 128-mers in the region 

between its transcription start site (TSS) and transcription end site and computed the average 

difference between the functionals T(x) and T(y) assigned to the average light-zone cell type 

frequency (x) and dark-zone cell type frequency (y) respectively to obtain a “gene functional”, 

T(x)-T(y) (gene). The value of this functional on a gene is used for downstream gene-set 

enrichment analysis (Figure 2D, k-mer function values on each gene).  

 

Ranking genes by the gene functional T(x)–T(y), we performed gene-set enrichment analysis 

(GSEA) (Korotkevich et al., 2021) with Gene Ontology Biological Process gene sets (Ashburner et 

al., 2000). 19 biological process gene sets were differentially highlighted by the functionals 

corresponding to the light zone and the dark zone (FDR = 0.1) (Figure 2E, table and 

Supplementary Tables, HLT GSEA). These gene sets included processes specific to the immune 
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response, including apoptosis associated genes enriched by the dark-zone functional, signaling-

modulation genes enriched by the light-zone functional, as well as lymphocyte chemotaxis and 

humoral immune response genes. Other gene sets that were significantly different between the 

functionals included response to zinc ion and cadmium ion, potentially suggesting a role for 

these pathways in the regulation of the germinal center response.  

 

When this analysis was performed multiple times by randomly initializing but not training the 

neural networks in NACR, these gene-sets were not significantly enriched, but others were 

(Figure 2E, table and Supplementary Tables, HLT GSEA, columns labelled ‘train FDR’). The PSA 

obtained by randomly initializing but not training the neural networks of NACR is referred to as 

a “null alignment”. Significantly enriched gene sets in null alignments could be explained by the 

fact that some gene sets contain genes with a high degree of conserved sequence: if by chance 

a certain k-mer obtains a high value from a functional, then the other genes in that gene set are 

likely to obtain a high value from that functional; gene sets with high sequence similarity are 

more likely to be significantly enriched.  

 

Was the observed genetic specificity of the PSA identified by NACR specific to the human tonsil 

CMP? We performed the same analysis with a CMP from a different biological context, the 

colorectal cancer (CRC) immune-tumor microenvironment (iTME). If NACR identified a PSA in 

this context that was biologically specific to CRC, it would suggest that the specificity observed 

for the human tonsil multiplexed imaging data was not a coincidence of the statistics of the 

sequence similarity of the gene sets involved in the germinal center response, or some other 

artefact of our sequence extraction procedure.    

 

We applied NACR to align a 56 antibody-parameter CODEX dataset of iTME samples from CRC 

patients (Schürch et al., 2020) with GRCh38 and analyzed two points in phenotype space: the 

average cell type count vectors for patches from the two patient groups in that dataset (instead 

of the light-zone and dark-zone of the germinal center as with the tonsil above). The distinction 

between patient groups in this dataset is that in one (termed Crohn’s like reaction, CLR), the 
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cancer is less aggressive and tertiary lymphoid structures (TLS) are formed, whereas in the 

other (termed diffuse immune infiltrate, DII), they are not; this as well as other differences in 

tissue organization are associated with survival outcomes (Schürch et al., 2020).  

 

We aggregated the difference in functionals assigned to CLR and DII patients’ average cell type 

count vectors in the PSA over genes and performed GSEA. 30 biological process gene sets were 

enriched (Figure 2F and Supplementary Tables CRC GSEA) after removing those appearing in 

null alignments (FDR < 0.1). These included the morphogenesis of a branching epithelium (CRC 

is a cancer of epithelial cells), wnt signalling (a key pathway in the development of colorectal 

cancer) and vasculogenesis and extracellular matrix organization (crucial for defining the 

architecture of the iTME) (Markowitz and Bertagnolli, 2009). The other gene sets corresponded 

to developmental processes (such as retinoic acid response and embryonic development), 

which is consistent with the hypothesis (Fessler and Medema, 2016) that one patient group’s 

tumors are driven by a hijacking of developmental processes. 

 

Thus, in two CMPs from distinct phenotypic contexts (the human tonsil and colorectal cancer), 

the PSAs identified by NACR captured specific genetic information to those phenotypes, even 

though no biological annotations or external data had been utilized to find the PSAs. 

 

PSAs are associated with human genetic variation 

 

Given that the difference between functionals assigned in the PSA to the CLR and DII mean cell-

type frequency vectors highlighted specific gene modules involved in CRC, we assessed whether 

this functional was associated with human genetic variation implicated in colorectal pathology. 

We obtained from ClinVar (Landrum et al., 2018) 419 pathogenic single-nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) that were labelled as expert validated and pathological, contained the 

search-term “colorectal” and did not contain indeterminate (N) nucleotides in the 64 

nucleotides either side in GRCh38 (so we could compute the functional at the 128-mer 

centered at the SNP) (Supplementary Tables, colorectal SNPs). We found that the average 
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values of the functional on the 128-mers centered at these SNPs were significantly higher 

(permutation p = 0.004) than on random 128-mers extracted from the 1Mb regions either side 

of each SNP (Figure 2G, values of functional on SNPs and non-SNPs individually).  Only 3% of 

null alignments obtained the same or smaller p-value, indicating that the difference can only 

partially be explained by NACR biasing values of particular sequences to be correlated. These 

data further corroborate that the PSAs identified by NACR capture genetic information specific 

to input CMPs. 

 

PSAs are not proxies for gene expression signatures 

 

One possible explanation for why functionals in the PSAs captured specific genetic information 

without incorporation of any biological annotations or genetic variation could be that the PSAs 

output by NACR somehow highlighted sequences that were proxies for local gene expression 

signatures associated with the tissue image patches.  If so, it would be expected that 

functionals would preferentially highlight genic regions relative to other regulatory regions, and 

that this would be similar across PSAs for different CMPs.  

 

We randomly extracted 10000 128-mers from transcript, promoter (defined as 2kb upstream of 

a transcript), terminator (2kb downstream) and intergenic (not transcript, promoter or 

terminator) regions of each chromosome, and evaluated the absolute values of the functionals 

in the  PSAs of the tonsil and CRC iTME analyzed above (Figure 2H, described presently).  

 

The functionals for both the CRC and tonsil PSAs took a significantly higher absolute value on 

promoter, transcript and terminator regions than intergenic regions (Figure 2H, permutation p-

values indicated in Supplementary Figure 1A). In addition, the absolute values of the 

functionals were overall significantly higher for promoter and terminator regions than for the 

transcript regions. In the case of the CRC patient group difference functional, this was 

consistent across chromosomes (Figure 2H, Supplementary Figure 1A). However, the tonsil 

dark-zone/light zone functional took a significantly higher value on transcript regions in 
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chromosomes 19 and 20 relative to the other regions.  Thus, the identified PSAs cannot be 

viewed entirely as identifying gene expression signatures associated with each point in 

phenotype space, and in some cases preferentially learn signatures associated with regulatory 

regions. The differences between the tonsil and CRC functionals indicate that the value 

differences are not merely a property of the genome’s composition in terms of the promoter, 

terminator and transcript regions. 

 

NACR produced PSAs of two CMPs (tissue organization of human tonsil as well as of CRC) that 

highlighted the genes involved in the regulation of those CMPs, with no a priori biological 

annotations and only the reference genome and proteomic imaging data as input. This suggests 

that the PSAs identified by NACR capture genetic information specific to the input CMPs. In 

addition, since null alignments did not yield significant results, this observed specificity is not an 

artefact of the inductive biases imposed by the network, or of our sequence extraction and 

evaluation methodology.  

 

Implementing causal phenotype sequence alignment 

 

Aligning CMPs with the human genome using PSA captured genetic information specific to the 

CMPs. Could the resultant PSAs be templates? We developed “causal phenotype sequence 

alignment” (CPSA), which produces predictions whose empirical validation justify regarding a 

PSA as a template. 

 

Given an PSA of a CMP with a reference genome, CPSA maps a CMP edit to the genomic loci in 

the PSA that correspond to the edit (recall in Figure 1B.4 how the PSA highlights the red points 

in the genome corresponding to the edit). If the PSA is a template, experimentally manipulating 

the genome at the loci output by CPSA should result in production of the edited phenotype.   

 

The input to CPSA is a PSA (e.g., produced by NACR) and an edit to the CMP. The output is a k-

mer functional referred to as a “discrepancy functional” for the edit. A PSA is a template if, 
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given an edit to the CMP, experimental manipulation of the genomic loci where the discrepancy 

functional for the edit is high, is sufficient to achieve the edit. The mathematical definitions and 

computational methodology of CPSA are provided in Supplementary Note 1, Section 3 and 

Methods,  and are informally described below. 

 

The first step in defining CPSA is to specify an edit to a CMP. A standard way to represent a CMP 

is to cluster its points (e.g. clusters of cells by gene expression are cell states and clusters of 

image patches by cell type composition are cellular neighborhoods). The green regions in Figure 

3A, top left oval are clusters xi with sizes corresponding to the number of observations assigned 

to the cluster. For our first experiments, the edits we considered were small shifts in the means 

of clusters (Figure 3A, top left oval, shifting the mean of cluster 1 by dx1 as indicated by blue 

arrow results in the new cluster in red). Such edits correspond to, for example, a change in the 

gene expression of a cell type or change in the cell type composition of a certain cellular 

neighborhood. 

 

The PSA assigns a k-mer functional to the original cluster mean and to the new cluster mean 

(Figure 3A, top right traces, red and green functionals assigned by PSA to x1 + dx1 and x1 

respectively). At each k-mer, the squared difference between the functionals assigned to the 

new and original cluster means measures how much the original and edited CMP differ at that 

k-mer: a “discrepancy” between the original and target CMP (Figure 3A, blue bars between red 

and green traces).  Since the discrepancy is a value at each k-mer,  we obtain a k-mer functional 

(Figure 3A, bottom left, formula for dTedit), and visualize it as a trace (Figure 2A, blue bars 

between red and green traces are plotted at each position in the genome in trace below).   

 

We define a PSA to be a template when, given an edit to a CMP, manipulating the genomic loci 

with high discrepancy for the edit output by CPSA (Figure 2A, highlighted region on the 

genome sequence where discrepancy is high) results in production of the edited CMP.  
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A PSA being a template can be experimentally evaluated by assessing whether manipulating the 

genomic loci with high discrepancy for a given phenotypic edit achieves the edit. Manipulation 

can be either by directly mutating with genome editing, or altering their downstream influence 

with sequence specific transcriptional modulators or chemical inhibitors.  

 

Information-efficiency of the genome enforces CMPs to have simple templates 

 

Which evolutionary pressures could explain why CMPs could have templates in the genome, 

and justify searching for templates of CMPs from biological datasets? We reasoned that 

selective pressure on the genome to specify CMPs efficiently (in an information theoretic sense) 

could ensure that they have templates. We devised a simulation strategy to assess whether 

PSAs would be templates under such constraints (Figure 3B, described presently and in detail 

in the Methods).  

 

In our simulations, we randomly generate a genome sequence and a genotype-phenotype map 

(which outputs a CMP from a genome) in the presence or absence of information-efficiency 

constraints. Knowing the genotype-phenotype map means an output CMP can be obtained 

from a mutated genome. We can therefore assess whether the CMP has templates, as follows: 

1. Obtain a PSA by applying NACR applied to the original CMP. 

2. Obtain a discrepancy functional by applying CPSA to a prescribed phenotypic edit using 

the PSA from step 1. 

3. Mutate the genome at the genomic loci with high discrepancy. 

4. Apply the known genotype-phenotype map to the mutated genome to obtain a new 

CMP. 

5. Assess whether the new CMP has the correct edit 

If the loci with high discrepancy are those whose mutation results in the new CMP being close 

to the correctly edited CMP, the PSA is a template. 
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In detail, the simulation was conducted as follows. We began by sampling a random binary 

genome of 1000 positions (Figure 3B, upper, binary genome g of length n = 1000). Next, we 

trained a deep neural network (intended to model the “true” genotype-phenotype) to have as 

output a CMP that was a mixture of two Gaussian distributions, with means 1 and -1 (Figure 3B, 

upper, neural network Φ with Gaussian mixture output). The network had just one input-

output pair as training data (the random string and the output). Information efficiency 

constraints on the genotype-phenotype map could be enforced by imposing regularization on 

the weights of the network as it was trained.  

 

Next, NACR finds a PSA T of the CMP output by the genotype-phenotype map with the input 

genome (using 3-mer functionals) (Figure 3B, lower, left, top).  We considered the edit to be a 

shift in one of the means of the Gaussian mixture, from 1 to 1.5 (Figure 3B, lower, left, blue 

histogram indicates target shift), a shift in cluster means as in Figure 3A.  Therefore, CPSA 

outputs a discrepancy functional, (T(1) – T(1.5))2  (Figure 3B, lower, middle). 

 

We can change the genome at each position (from 1 to 0 or vice versa) and apply Φ (Figure 3B, 

lower, right, blue indicates target phenotype and orange indicates phenotype obtained by 

mutating the genome and applying Φ).  We measure the correlation between the discrepancy 

at each genomic position and the distance to target phenotype obtained by changing the 

observed sequence at that position (from 1 to 0 or vice versa) and applying the known 

genotype-phenotype map Φ (Figures 3C, each line in each violin indicates one of twenty 

starting genomes to which the simulation strategy was applied and the median correlation 

between discrepancies obtained by twenty random initializations of phenotype-genotype 

embedding). If the PSA is a template, there should be a negative correlation between 

discrepancy and distance to target phenotype. 

 

The simulation confirmed that there was a significant, negative correlation (in relation to null 

alignments) between the discrepancy at a position (averaged over 3-mers at that position) and 

the distance to the target phenotype. Null alignments had positive correlations, and the 
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magnitude of the negative correlation was significantly greater in trained templates than in 

untrained templates (Figure 3C, compare absolute values of blue and orange violins above 

unregularized to those of untrained respectively). The difference in correlation (between PSAs 

and null alignments) was greater in the presence of information-efficiency constraints (Figure 

3C, compare difference in absolute value of blue, unregularized and blue, untrained violins to 

difference in absolute value of orange, unregularized and blue, untrained, p-values indicated 

by * and ** respectively).   

 

Thus, if the genome had to specify CMPs under the presence of information-efficiency 

constraints, CPSA would produce discrepancies for an edit that reveal loci whose manipulation 

would result in production of the correctly edit CMP. That is, NACR would identify PSAs of CMPs 

with the reference genome that were templates. 

 

CPSA output is consistent across PSAs obtained from biological replicates 

 

Simulations showed that NACR would identify templates of CMPs. This result justified assessing 

whether NACR identified templates in biological datasets. We evaluated this in the context of 

single-cell gene expression (Figures 3D-I) and subsequently tissue organization (Figure 4). 

 

The edits to single-cell gene expression distribution CMPs we consider are shifting the gene 

expression in a cell type. A discrepancy functional is obtained as follows. First, NACR is applied 

to a single-cell gene expression matrix to obtain an PSA, T (Figure 3D, upper). Next, CPSA 

outputs a discrepancy functional for shifting the mean gene expression xg,c of a gene g in a cell 

type c, as follows. The discrepancy functional is the squared difference (T(xg,c’) – T(xg,c))
2 where 

xg,c’ is obtained from xg,c by increasing the value of gene g (Figure 3D, T(original expr.) and 

T(shifted expr.) respectively). The k-mers with a high discrepancy are identified (Figure 3D, 

lower, squared difference between green and blue functionals is the discrepancy, see 

Methods).  
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We first confirmed that the discrepancies for shifting the mean expression of cell types were 

consistent across biological replicates (Figure 3E, described presently). We obtained a single-

cell gene expression matrix of untreated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) in healthy 

donors  (Hao et al., 2021). We transformed the data to 1000 PCs and used NACR (with 1-layer 

neural networks and varied regularization) to find PSAs of each donor’s time 0, untreated data. 

 

The edits to the CMP we considered were shifts in the mean gene expression vector of the most 

abundant cell types (monocytes, CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells) in the direction of each of the 

top three principal components (PCs). We extracted 50000 128-mers from transcript regions of 

GRCh38, applied CPSA for each edit to each donor’s PSA with GRCh38 and evaluated the 

resulting discrepancy functionals on the extracted 128-mers. We then evaluated the 

correlations between the discrepancies for each pair of donors (Figure 3E for select 

regularization and first two PCs, Supplementary Figure 3C for other regularizations and PCs, 

points represent pairs of donors).  

 

The distribution of correlations between pairs of donors resembled that of null alignments 

when NACR was not regularized (Figure 3E, compare grey points to red points for each cell 

type and PC).  We observed positive correlations between pairs of donors when NACR was 

trained with both sparsity regularization and complexity regularization (i.e., regularization on 

neural network weights, see Supplementary Note 1, Section 2) that was consistent across cell 

types and PCs (Figure 3E, compare brown and purple points), but this was diminished by 

excessive regularization (Supplementary Figure 3A, points indicate correlations at high 

sparsity and complexity regularization for each cell type and PC). Including sparsity 

regularization favored stronger correlations, but added variance, with pairs of donors 

possessing a greater number of strong negative correlations (Figure 3E, compare purple and 

brown purple points). Taken together, these findings indicate that discrepancy functionals from 

the PSAs produced by NACR are generally consistent across biological replicates, although the 

consistency is sensitive to choice of hyperparameters. 
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PSA of PBMC single-cell gene expression with GRCh38  is a template 

 

If a PSA of single-cell gene expression with a reference genome is a template, the genes whose 

experimental manipulation successfully achieves an edit to the gene expression of a cell type in 

the CMP (so-called “hit-genes”) should be those with a high average discrepancy across their k-

mers for that edit, produced by CPSA. Moreover, this association (between hit-genes and highly 

discrepant genes) should be specific to shifting the target gene – discrepancies for shifting 

expression of other genes should not be associated with hit-genes. 

 

We obtained a genome-wide CRISPR activation screening dataset, in which each gene had been 

evaluated for its ability upon activation to modulate expression of interferon-γ  in human CD8+ 

T cells derived from PBMCs (Schmidt et al., 2022). If a PSA of the PBMC gene expression data 

with GRCh38 were a template, the hit genes in the CRISPR screen should be those with a high 

discrepancy output by CPSA for increasing the mean CD8+ T cell gene expression vector in the 

direction labelled by IFNG (the interferon-γ  gene).  

 

A perfect overlap of genes of high discrepancy from CPSA and hit genes in the CRISPR screen 

would not be expected for at least three reasons: (1) the CRISPR screen corresponded to 

transcriptional activation and not sequence manipulation, (2) the screen assessed protein 

expression and so includes hits operating at the translational level (3) genes whose modulation 

indirectly upregulated interferon-γ in CD8+ T cells (e.g. by affecting other cell types) would not 

be observed in the CRISPR screen, but may be the discrepancies from CPSA.  We applied NACR 

to obtain a PSA of the single-cell gene expression distribution of healthy PBMCs with GRCh38 

and confirmed using CPSA that the alignment was causal (Figures 3F-G, described presently and 

see Methods for implementation details). 

 

We obtained the discrepancy functionals for increasing (multiplying by two in log space) the 

expression of the 223 genes in the PBMC dataset that had a similar average expression and 

detection frequency as IFNG (including IFNG), and aggregated these discrepancies over gene 
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sequences (as detailed in Figure 2D) to compute gene-level discrepancies (Supplementary 

Figure 3A, each column corresponds to a target gene to increase, and each row to a gene over 

which discrepancies were aggregated over 128-mers).   

 

The discrepancies were correlated across target genes (Supplementary Figure 3A, columns 

have similar color patterns). This could be explained by the fact that the functionals in the 

alignment output by PSA are nonzero at only a sparse collection of 128-mers (as a result of the 

regularization) and so genes with these 128-mers are likely to be enriched amongst genes with 

a high discrepancy with respect to any pair of functionals. Accordingly, we removed this 

common signal by removing the first singular value of the matrix of discrepancies 

(Supplementary Figure 3B, columns no longer have as similar color patterns and see 

Methods). 

 

The median gene level discrepancy for hit genes was significantly higher (permutation p < 0.05) 

than non-hits at multiple thresholds for defining genes to be hits in the CRISPR screen, and the 

area-under-the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUC) obtained using high discrepancy to 

define hits was significantly higher (permutation p = 0.05) than a random classifier at multiple 

thresholds for defining genes to be hits in the CRISPR screen. (Supplementary Figure 3, blue 

line corresponds to permutation p-value for difference in medians between hits and non-hits 

and orange for AUC of hits, at differing hit thresholds). The best threshold AUC was 0.528, 

obtaining a permutation p-value of 0.02 (Figure 3F, receiver operator curve). We confirmed 

that this result did not depend on the choice of genes used for normalization by sub-sampling 

20 genes at a time and repeating the p-value computation (Supplementary Figure 3F, 

histogram of p-values). Thus, the genomic loci identified by CPSA correspond to genes whose 

experimental manipulation achieves the desired phenotypic edit. 

 

If the PSA were a template, only a small fraction of genes (including IFNG) should have the 

property that discrepancies for increasing them are associated with the CRISPR screen hits 

genes for interferon-γ expression. We computed the permutation p-value and AUC when using 
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the normalized gene level discrepancies for increasing the mean expression in each of the 223 

genes’ directions. Only 14/223 (6.2%) of other genes had a discrepancy associated with hit 

genes(Figure 3G, black dots corresponding to AUC permutation p-value < 0.05), and no gene 

had a lower AUC p-value than IFNG (Figure 3G red star indicates IFNG). Since all the genes had 

a similar mean and detection frequency as IFNG, this was not due to technical differences in 

gene expression patterns. Thus, the association between discrepancies and genes empirically 

established to modulate interferon-γ expression was specific to shifting the expression of IFNG 

in CD8+ T cells. 

 

One possible explanation for these results would be if the discrepancies were simply 

highlighting the sequences of genes correlated in expression space with IFNG in CD8+ T cells. 

There was no association between the normalized IFNG-increase discrepancy of each gene and 

its correlation across CD8+ T cells with IFNG (Supplementary Figure 3E, Spearman r = 0.001, p = 

0.87). When the discrepancies were adjusted by taking residuals from a linear regression model 

with correlation as variable, the permutation p-values for difference in medians and AUC were 

<1/5000 and 0.85 respectively. These results indicate that the gene-level discrepancies capture 

information regarding the sequences of genetic modulators of interferon-γ expression that is 

not explained by simply identifying the sequences of genes with correlated expression.  

 

Could the highly discrepant genes identified by CPSA for increasing IFNG achieve an increase in 

interferon-γ production in CD8+ T cells in indirect ways that could not be detected by a CRISPR 

screen of gene overexpression in CD8+ T cells? For example, such genes could affected the 

behavior of other cell types. The top 5 most discrepant genes for increasing IFNG expression 

were: TSSK2, CFL1, SDF2L1, CAMP and ZNHIT2 (Supplementary Figure 3F). The CAMP gene 

(encoding the antimicrobial peptide referred to as LL37 (Davidson et al., 2004)) is not expressed 

in T cells (Uhlen et al., 2019),(Monaco et al., 2019; Schmiedel et al., 2018), but T cells co-

cultured in the presence of dendritic cells induced in the presence of LL37 produced 

significantly higher amounts of interferon-γ than T cells co-cultured with dendritic cells that had 

not (Figure 6 in (Davidson et al., 2004)). Thus, the discrepancies may be highlighting the 
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sequences of genes whose manipulation induces the target phenotypic alteration in indirect, 

intercellular ways. 

 

Discrepancies for editing immune cell gene expression highlight key genetic 

regulators 

 

It was not feasible to investigate whether discrepancies produced by CPSA for any possible edit 

to a CMP yielded the loci whose experimental manipulation achieves the correct edit. However, 

given that gene expression is organized into regulatory modules, systems-level evidence that an 

alignment of a single-cell sequencing CMP in the genome were a template would be if the 

discrepancies produced by CPSA for shifting gene expression of multiple genes in a given cell 

type highlighted the known transcriptional regulators of those genes in the given cell type. 

 

We obtained a list of “effectorness genes” in CD4+ T cells from (Cano-Gamez et al., 2020), and 

applied CPSA to the PSA of the PBMC dataset with GRCh38 to obtain discrepancies for 

increasing expression of each effectorness gene (one at a time) in CD4+ T cells  (Figure 3H, 

columns indicate target genes increased, and rows indicate genes over which discrepancies 

are aggregated, union top 100 discrepant genes for each target genes included).  

 

Genes were clustered by which edits (i.e., by which effectorness genes) they had a high 

discrepancy for (Figure 3H, row colors).  We assessed enriched gene sets in each of the clusters 

of genes using EnrichR (Kuleshov et al., 2016) and found significant enrichment of gene sets 

corresponding to immune regulatory modules (Figure 3H, color labels underneath heatmap 

and Supplementary Tables, PBMC EnrichR). These included clusters significantly enriched (FDR 

< 0.1 in each cluster) for genes corresponding to the GO categories of:  cellular response to 

oxidative/chemical stress (Figure 3E, green cluster), regulation of receptor signaling via 

JAK/STAT (Figure 3H, lime cluster), positive regulation of cytokine production (Figure 3H, 

purple cluster), and regulation of programmed cell death (Figure 3E, lilac cluster). These Gene 

Ontology biological processes correspond to key processes in the gene regulation of CD4+ T cell 
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functional states (Cano-Gamez et al., 2020). These results support the hypothesis that the 

alignment for the immune single-cell gene expression CMP with GRCh38 is a partially a 

template. 

 

Discrepancies for editing lineage embryo lineage highlight developmental 

regulators 

 

Could NACR only identify PSAs that were templates in the context shifting the mean cell type 

expression of human PBMCs? We generalized CPSA from assigning discrepancies to shifting 

cluster means to more general changes in distribution, using optimal transport (Supplementary 

Figure 3G, both cluster means and sizes are changed in the target phenotype, see (Peyr\’e and 

Cuturi, 2019) for background on optimal transport and (Schiebinger et al., 2019) for 

applications to comparing single-cell gene expression distributions). In this context, CPSA uses 

the optimal transport coupling between original and target phenotypes is used to weight the 

pairwise differences in functional values (Supplementary Figure 3G, compare formula to Figure 

3A) to compute the discrepancy functional (see Methods and Supplementary Note 1, Section 

3).  

 

We obtained a PSA of single-cell gene expression of mouse organogenesis (Cao et al., 2019) 

with the mouse genome (mm10) using NACR and applied CPSA to compute the gene-level 

discrepancies for increasing the frequency of cells belonging to each of the individual 

developmental lineages defined in the original publication (Figure 3I, columns in heatmap 

indicate lineages to increase, and rows correspond to gene-level discrepancies; union of top 

100 genes by discrepancy for increasing each lineage shown).  

 

Genes were clustered by which edits (i.e., by which lineages to increase) they were assigned a 

high discrepancy by CPSA (Figure 3I, row colors), and these clusters were enriched for master 

regulators of different developmental lineages (Figure 3I, color annotations present the genes 

and Supplementary Tables, MOCA EnrichR). These included a cluster enriched with genes for 
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neuron differentiation, bone morphogenesis and epithelium morphogenesis (Figure 3I, pink 

row cluster) that had a high discrepancy for increasing the frequencies of epithelial cells, 

subsets of neurons as well as chondrocytes, but a lower discrepancy for increasing the 

frequency of neural progenitors and endothelial lineages. Another cluster was enriched for key 

transcription factors involved in muscle cell differentiation, neuron differentiation and artery 

development (Figure 3I, grey row cluster), and these genes had a high discrepancy for muscle 

and neuron lineages. Thus, the discrepancies corresponding to increasing the frequencies of 

specific lineages identifies distinct modules of developmental regulation.  

 

We further investigated the most discrepant genes for certain lineages (regressing out the 

discrepancies for other lineages to identify the signals most specific to each lineage, see 

Methods). We found that the top 20 genes for: increasing the inhibitory neuron lineage 

contained Foxg1, a transcription factor specifically involved in the regulation of inhibitory 

neuron differentiation (Hou et al., 2020); for increasing excitatory neuron lineage contained 

Tbx1 (a transcription factor involved in the balance of inhibitory and excitatory neuron subtypes 

(Flore et al., 2017)) and contained Klf6 for the white blood cell lineage (a key transcription 

factor in embryonic specification of hematopoietic lineages (Matsumoto et al., 2006)).  

 

Taken together, our results show that in the context of single-cell gene expression CMPs of 

mouse organogenesis and human PBMCs, NACR produces PSAs with the respective reference 

genomes that are, at least partially, templates. 

 

Editing tumor infiltrating CD8
+

 T cell frequencies with PSAs of the CRC iTME  

 

We reasoned that tissue organization CMPs would also have templates. That is, applying CPSA 

to edits to tissue organization CMPs, using PSAs with the appropriate reference genomes, 

obtained by applying NACR to high-parameter imaging data, would highlight genomic loci 

whose manipulation would achieve the desired edits to the CMPs. 
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While cancers are genetically heterogeneous, the established presence of phenotypic 

archetypes and genetic drivers raises the question of whether the organization of their 

microenvironments could nonetheless have templates in the reference genome. The dataset of 

the colorectal cancer (CRC) immune tumor microenvironment (iTME)(Schürch et al., 2020) 

therefore provided a therapeutically significant CMP for investigating this question. 

 

The frequency of tumor infiltrating CD8+ T cells has been shown to be prognostic for survival 

(Bruni et al., 2020). In the CRC iTME dataset (Schürch et al., 2020), 9 cellular neighborhoods 

(CNs, i.e. tissue subcompartments) are identified, one of which is the “main tumor”. We 

therefore set our target edit to the CMP as increasing the CD8+ T cell frequency within the main 

tumor CN (Figure 4A, increasing the black cells in the green region). Any genetic regulators of 

this phenotype could suggest therapeutic strategies. Given an PSA of the iTME with GRCh38, 

the discrepancy functional of interest was therefore the difference between the functional 

assigned by the alignment to the average cell type count vector of patches assigned to the 

tumor CN, and the functional it assigned to that vector shifted in the CD8+ T cell direction (here, 

a log fold change of 1.5 was applied to shift the original cell type counts). 

 

We first confirmed that discrepancies were consistent across PSAs obtained from multiple 

random initializations of the neural networks in NACR. We trained NACR six times from 

different random initializations to identify six PSAs of the CRC iTME dataset with GRCh38. We 

obtained gene-level discrepancies for the target edit by applying CPSA to these six PSAs as well 

as to 100 null alignments (i.e., obtained by initializing but not training NACR). Considerable 

heterogeneity was observed, in terms of the correlations between between gene-level 

discrepancies obtained from the PSAs (Figure 4B, violin on right side). However, there was a 

significantly higher correlation (permutation p-value = 0.0195) amongst pairs of PSAs than pairs 

of null alignments (Figure 4B, difference between violins).  

 

We analyzed the gene-level discrepancies for the target phenotypic edit. For each gene, we 

assessed the difference between the average discrepancy (z-normalized across genes) obtained 
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for that gene by applying CPSA to the PSAs, versus those obtained by applying CPSA to the null 

alignments. We evaluated the top 20 genes with increased discrepancy in the PSAs by FDR 

relative to null alignments (Figure 4B, points indicate genes, x axis indicates t-statistic).  

 

The gene CXCL11 had a significantly (FDR < 0.1) higher discrepancy in PSAs relative to null 

alignments. CXCL11 has been empirically demonstrated in recent studies to be a key modulator 

of intratumoral CD8+ T cell frequency and function in multiple cancer models (Moon et al., 

2018; Vollmer et al., 2021) and to be correlated with CD8+ T cell frequency and survival in colon 

cancer (Cao et al., 2021).   

 

We found that 15 of the top 20 genes (ranked by increase in average discrepancy from PSAs vs. 

null alignments) had significant associations with the expression of the CD8A gene in the Cancer 

Genome Atlas (TCGA) colorectal cancer (COAD-READ) dataset (Liu et al., 2018) - a proxy for 

intratumoral CD8 frequency in colorectal cancer (Figure 4B, y axis corresponds to Spearman 

correlation with CD8A, circles indicate genes with significant associations, Bonferroni p<0.05). 

When the same analysis was performed with null alignments (taking a collection of six null 

alignments, selecting top 20 by t-score for increase relative to other null alignments), only 3.7% 

(p = 0.037) of such models had 15 or more genes significantly associated with CD8A expression. 

As another statistical test, 53% of genes had a significant correlation with CD8A expression, so a 

random subset of 20 genes has fifteen or more genes with a significant correlation only 3.4% of 

the time (binomial p-value = 0.034).   

 

Thus, the discrepancy associated with increasing the average CD8+ T cell frequency in the tumor 

CN in trained models selectively identifies genes associated with intratumoral CD8+ T cell 

frequency, as well as one (CXCL11) that is empirically proven to modulate the desired frequency 

in related tumor models. 

 

Discrepancies for editing intratumoral CD8
+

 T cells highlights a CXCL11 active site 
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Could the discrepancies from CPSA for the target edit reveal genomic loci modulating the target 

phenotype at the level of protein biochemistry? We tiled the CXCL11 transcript with 

overlapping 128-mers and assessed which positions had a significantly higher normalized 

discrepancy for increasing CD8+ T cells in PSAs relative to null alignments (Figure 4D, x position 

of each point indicates the center of the 128-mer and y position the p-value). By far the 

greatest difference was found at a position within the coding sequence in the third exon (Figure 

4D, bold point between third green line and third red line and between orange lines). We 

translated this and the surrounding coding sequence to amino acids and saw that the site with 

high discrepancy corresponded to K59 (using the position numbering in (Severin et al., 2010)). 

Mutagenesis of this residue was shown in (Severin et al., 2010) to modulate T cell trafficking in 

a peritoneal recruitment assay via alteration of biochemical protein/ligand interactions. Thus, 

the discrepant 128-mers identified by CPSA cannot be viewed as proxies for differential gene 

expression, since it also selectively identifies this protein residue that modulates the target 

biological function by altering protein function. 

 

Might the discrepancies from individual PSAs identify sequences of genes that are not captured 

when averaging over multiple PSAs? We further investigated the discrepancies assigned by the 

alignment in Figure 2, since it had shown evidence of capturing CRC-specific genetic 

information.  

 

We analyzed the top 100 most discrepant genes for increasing intratumoral CD8+ T cells, and 

found a significant enrichment (FDR = 0.03) for two biological process gene ontology terms: 

killing by host of symbiont cells (ROMO1, DEFA5, CFHR1) and regulation of neuroinflammatory 

response (CD200R1, MMP3, PTGS2) (Figure 4E, table). The three genes CD200R1, MMP3 or 

PTGS2 in the TCGA colorectal cancer cohort were associated (p = 0.05)  with overall survival in 

colorectal cancer (Gao et al., 2013) (Figure 4D) and CD200 and MMPs are current 

immunotherapeutic targets in multiple cancers (Liang et al., 2021; Xiong et al., 2020). In 

addition, Romo1 overexpression in adoptively transferred bone-marrow cells led to an 

increased intratumoral T cell frequency in a mouse model of glioblastoma (Figure 4G, adapted 
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from Figure 2 in (Sun et al., 2020, p. 1) under the CCBY 4.0 license). In addition, Ptgs2 knockout 

led to an increased intratumoral CD8 T cell frequency in a mouse model of pancreatic 

adenocarcinoma (Figure 4H, right, adapted from Figure 6 in (Markosyan et al., 2019) under the 

CCBY4.0 license). Although these validations were in tumor models distinct from colorectal 

cancer, the results indicate that discrepancies from CPSA could highlight genetic modulators of 

the desired phenotypic edit. 

 

The analysis of functional values across different types of genomic regions (Figure 2H) 

suggested that biological information may be encoded in functional values over un-transcribed 

regions. We therefore aggregated the discrepancy functional for the target edit over promoter 

sequences of genes (5kb upstream of the transcription start site) discrepancy for the target 

phenotype (increasing intratumoral CD8+ T cell frequency) and assessed the enrichment of 

gene-ontology categories in the top 100 most discrepant promoters. The only Gene Ontology 

category that was significantly enriched amongst these corresponded to ‘leukocyte tethering 

and rolling’ (Figure 4E, table), and this was due to a high discrepancy assigned by the model to 

the selectin (SELL, SELE and SELP) promoters. Genetic engineering of L-selectin expression by 

alteration of its promoter and including a proteolysis resistant domain was sufficient to increase 

intratumoral CD8+ T cell infiltration in a subcutaneous murine tumor model (Watson et al., 

2019). Thus, the identifies discrepancies may, in addition to transcript sequences and individual 

protein active sites, highlight regulatory regions whose manipulation can achieve the target 

phenotype. 

 

Editing immunogenicity of the CRC iTME with CPSA 

The CRC dataset consists of two patient groups, termed “Crohn’s like reaction” (CLR) and 

“diffuse immune infiltrate” (DII). The CLR and DII patient groups are characterized by the 

presence of B cell tertiary lymphoid structures (TLS, Figure 4J, TLS on left in yellow) and the CLR 

patient group has significantly better survival outcomes (Schürch et al., 2020); altering the DII 

patients’ iTMEs to resemble the CLR patients’ ones could therefore present an important 
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potential immunotherapeutic strategy.  We therefore applied CPSA to find the discrepancies for 

this particular edit to tissue organization. 

 

We represented the original phenotype as a matrix in which each row corresponded to the 

average cell type composition of a tissue sample belonging to a DII patient, and the target 

phenotype as a matrix in which each row corresponded to the average cell type composition of 

tissues belonging to a CLR patient, and computed an optimal transport coupling between these 

two phenotypes (Figure 4H, rows correspond to DII samples and columns to CLR samples). We 

used this phenotypic edit, in combination with the above PSA with GRCh38, as an input to 

CPSA: a discrepancy was computed at each 128-mer by taking a sum (weighted by the 

computed coupling) of discrepancies between the pairs of functionals assigned to each pair of 

rows, one from the original and one from the target phenotype matrices, aggregated over 

genes as before (see Section 3 of Supplementary Note 1 for an explanation of this procedure).  

 

The top 100 most discrepant genes were enriched for one GO biological process, “positive 

regulation of multicellular organismal process” (Figure 4G, table). Four of these genes were 

associated with B cell infiltrate in human tumors (Figure 4G, underlined enriched genes): the 

expression of FOXD1  was associated with B cell and DC activity in head and neck squamous 

carcinoma and associated with survival in CRC (Huang et al., 2021) and  ADRB1 was associated 

with the B cell and DC infiltrate in breast cancer(Wang et al., 2020). Therapeutic inhibition of 

CXCR4 in CRC patients induced an integrated B cell response (Biasci et al., 2020). Thus, the 

discrepancy between the CLR and DII could be identifying sequences of causal genetic agents of 

the phenotypic edit, without any a priori biological definition of the of the precise CMP. 

 

We further identified the genes that had a higher discrepancy in trained templates relative to 

untrained templates (Supplementary Figure 3B, table). Amongst the most discrepant genes 

(sixth overall), we found the zinc transporter SLC30A1, the high-expression of which was 

significantly associated with overall survival in Stage IV colorectal cancer patients 
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(Supplementary Figure 3C, Kaplan-Meier Curve, p = 0.01, TCGA data (Liu et al., 2018), courtesy 

of Human Protein Atlas (Uhlen et al., 2017)). 

 

CPSA applied to two distinct edits to the CRC iTME revealed genomic loci corresponding to 

genetic modulators of the desired edits to the CMP, confirming that the identified PSAs of 

tissue organization with GRCh38 were, at least partially, templates. Moreover, these results 

show CPSA applied to PSAs obtained from phenotypic data alone and without biological 

annotations can lead to discovery of potential genetic therapeutic and diagnostic targets.  

 

Discussion 

In this work, we proposed and validated a theory describing how the information of a complex 

molecular phenotype (CMP) is specified by templates in the genome.   

 

Our notion of template was a formal analogue of a coding-sequence of a protein and used a 

reformulation of the genome as a metric space of k-mer functionals. We algorithmically 

implemented a neural optimal transport algorithm, Neural Alignment of CMP with Reference 

genome (NACR), which aligns a measurement of a CMP with a genome sequence and outputs a 

phenotype sequence alignment (PSA). We further implemented causal phenotype sequence 

alignment (CPSA), which assigns a discrepancy functional to a CMP edit using a PSA. We defined 

a PSA to be a template when the discrepancy functional for any given edit to the CMP highlights 

the genomic loci whose manipulation would result in production of the edited CMP. 

 

We found PSAs of CMPs from three fundamental biological contexts and showed that they 

were partially templates. Specifically, discrepancies for shifting gene expression in PBMCs as 

well as discrepancies for shifting lineage proportions in embryogenesis highlighted the 

sequences of genes that had been empirically established in perturbation studies to achieve the 

correct to the CMPs. Discrepancies for edits to the tissue organization of the CRC iTME further 

highlighted not only the sequences of genes but also of promoters and individual protein active 

sites whose empirical manipulation achieves the desired phenotypic changes. 
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The PSA of the CRC iTME with GRCh38 was weakly associated with colorectal SNPs. However, a 

limitation of this work is that we did not broadly evaluate how the genomic loci output by CPSA 

relate to loci learned from genome-wide association studies (van der Wijst et al., 2020; Yazar et 

al., 2022). Likely, the NACR algorithm could be enhanced by incorporation of population-scale 

measurements and biological annotations, akin to how prior knowledge of cellular localization 

was incorporated to reconstructing cellular spatial arrangements in (Nitzan et al., 2019) as well 

as by incorporation of other strategies for causal representation learning (Schölkopf et al., 

2021). At the same time, conventional approaches for estimating causal effects that are applied 

to models for genotype-phenotype associations (Walker et al., 2022), or oracles for genotype-

phenotype prediction (Vaishnav et al., 2022) may be enhanced by incorporating PSAs. 

 

A further limitation of this work is that we did not address the theoretical or statistical 

properties of PSAs. Understanding the geometry and statistics of PSAs (existence, uniqueness 

and extending null alignments), could provide theoretically and statistically grounded strategies 

for identifying templates. Complementary directions for theoretical investigation include using 

the analogy described in Supplementary Note 2 to search for templates of CMPs expressed in 

terms of other structures, such as formal languages (Bhate, 2021; Bhate et al., 2022); such 

studies may benefit from alternate formulations of systems (Döring and Isham, 2010). 

Furthermore, we adopted a weak definition of causality (requiring evaluation of only loci within 

the alignment). Alternative definitions of causality capturing how loci must be specifically 

changed, as well as comparison with traditional notions of genetic causality may provide 

enhanced understanding of CMPs and templates. 

 

In NACR, we applied relatively simple neural network architectures. The recent success of self-

attention based models over convolutional networks for modelling sequences (Le et al., 2021) 

raises the question of whether such architectures could also improve the ability to identify 

templates of CMPs.  
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Although we showed in simulations that information-efficiency constraints on the genome 

could result in CMPs having templates, a discussion of the biological and evolutionary 

mechanisms resulting in templates was not provided.  If CMPs broadly have templates, could it 

provide a modular and direct strategy for organisms to efficiently and robustly adapt to 

selective pressures on those CMPs, and thus a potential mechanism for evolvability (Wagner 

and Zhang, 2011)? Recent work investigating the genotype-phenotype map in the context of 

algorithmic complexity theory (Johnston et al., 2022) and information acquisition approaches 

toward evolution (McGee et al., 2022) may suggest experimental strategies for such  questions.  

 

NACR requires only a single, rich phenotypic measurement to find PSAs. Our results therefore 

suggest a strategy for identifying genetic targets for diseases where small patient cohorts 

provide sample-size challenges for understandings the genetics of CMPs (Phillips et al., 2021). 

Beyond therapeutic targets, identifying genetic modulators of CMPs using CPSA may also 

provide mechanistic insights into disease biology. 
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Methods 

 

Glossary of terms 

The following are informal; mathematical definitions are in Supplementary Note 1. 

• Template: an object used by a system to specify the structure of a produced output; see 
below for definition of template for complex molecular phenotypes. 

 
• Complex molecular phenotype (CMP): phenotypes represented as a collection of points 

in a (high-dimensional) metric space. 
 

• Phenotype space: The ambient metric space in which the points of a CMP reside. 
 

• k-mer functional: An assignment of a real number to each substring of length k in a 
genome. 

 
• Genome as a metric space (genome): the metric space whose points are k-mer 

functionals and whose distances are the squared differences between k-mer 
functionals, averaged across the positions of the genome as a sequence. 

 
• Phenotype-sequence alignment (PSA): A function from the phenotype space of a CMP 

to a genome (as a metric space) that (approximately) preserves distances. 
 

• Neural alignment of CMP with reference genome (NACR algorithm): The neural 
network optimal transport algorithm that finds an approximate alignment of a CMP with 
a reference genome by gradient descent. 

 
• Null alignment: The PSA’s obtained by randomly initializing but not training the neural 

networks of NACR. 
 

• Discrepancy functional for a phenotypic edit with respect to a PSA: A k-mer functional 
whose value on a k-mer represents how important that k-mer is for the edit. 

 
• Gene/promoter/k-mer discrepancies (for a phenotypic edit, with respect to a PSA): 

the discrepancy functional (for the phenotypic edit, with respect to a PSA), averaged 
over genes/k-mers/promoter. 
 

• Causal phenotype sequence alignment (CPSA): The procedure whose input is an edit to 
a CMP and a PSA of the CMP with a genome and whose output is the discrepancy 
functional for the edit with respect to the PSA.  
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• Template of CMP: a PSA of a CMP with the reference genome of the organism 
producing the CMP whose causal predictions (as output by CPSA) have been 
experimentally confirmed. 
 

 

Sequence data processing 

Reference genome download 

The utilized reference genomes were: 

• GRCm38/mm10 for mouse (M. musculus) (“Genome Reference Consortium,” n.d.)  

• GRCh38/hg38 for human (Schneider et al., 2017)  

• sacCer3 for yeast (S. cerevisiae), downloaded from the Saccharomyces Genome 

Database (Cherry et al., 2012) 

• NC_000913.3/U00096.3 for E. coli (Riley et al., 2006). 

 

k-mer representations of genomes 

FASTA files were downloaded from the aforementioned sources for each genome and 

manipulated with Biopython (Cock et al., 2009). Each downloaded chromosome was 

split into contigs that did not contain any ‘N’ nucleotides. Patches to the assembly were 

not included. Contigs were one-hot encoded, as a two dimensional array in which the 

index in the first dimension represented position in the sequence and the second 

dimension had a 1 in index 0, 1, 2 or 3 corresponding to A, T, C and G respectively. One-

hot contigs were concatenated, keeping track of indices where 128-mers wholly 

contained within one contig could be extracted. 

 

Except for the analysis of identifying models for the human tonsil in multiple species 

under differing regularization (detailed later in Methods), the human and mouse 

genome were represented by random extraction of 10,000,000 128-mers (each 

contained within one contig). Each trained model utilized the same random seed for 
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extraction, so any differences across datasets cannot be attributed to different starting 

genomes. 

 

Gene sequences 

Each gene symbol was represented by a collection of one-hot encoded 128-mers in two steps. 

The same procedure was utilized for the mouse and human genomes.  

• First, a one-hot encoded transcript sequence gene sequence was extracted from the 

genome for each gene symbol.  The RefSeq (O’Leary et al., 2016) table of genes was 

downloaded from the UCSC genome browser portal (Rosenbloom et al., 2015). Since 

multiple transcripts represented the same gene, an approximate transcription start and 

end site was obtained by averaging the start and end sites of the transcripts with the 

same gene symbol in the same chromosome. The sequence was one-hot encoded and 

internal N nucleotides were removed. Transcripts with coding sequences shorter than 

1000 nucleotides were excluded in downstream analysis. 

• The one-hot encoded sequence for each gene symbol was split into non-overlapping 

128-mers starting at the zeroth position. This yielded a variable number of 128-mers for 

each gene. 

 

Extraction of promoter, terminator, intergenic and transcript regions 

In Figure 2G, functionals are evaluated on 128-mers extracted from different regions: 

• The transcript regions were defined as regions within the txStart and txEnd positions of 

some gene in the RefSeq table.  

• The promoter regions were defined as those within 2kb upstream of the txStart 

position of some gene in the RefSeq table on the + strand, or 2kb downstream of the 

txEnd position of some gene in the RefSeq table on the - strand.  

• The terminator regions were defined as those within 2kb upstream of the txStart 

position of some gene in the RefSeq table on the - strand, or 2kb downstream of the 

txEnd position of some gene in the RefSeq table on the + strand.  
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• The intergenic regions were defined as those that were not promoter, transcript or 

terminator regions. 

 

Promoter sequences 

In Figure 4I, discrepancies are evaluated with respect to promoter sequences. Each gene 

symbol was represented by a collection of one-hot encoded 128-mers in two steps.  

• First, a one-hot encoded promoter sequence was extracted from the genome for each 

gene symbol.  Since multiple transcripts represented the same gene, promoters were 

extracted as the 2kb upstream of the RefSeq txStart position in the case of a + strand 

gene and 2kb downstream of the RefSeq txEnd position in the case of -strand gene. The 

sequence was one hot encoded and internal N nucleotides were removed. 

• The one-hot encoded sequence for each gene symbol was split into non-overlapping 

128-mers starting at the zeroth position. This yielded a variable number of 128-mers for 

each gene. 

• When evaluating functionals, the aggregated promoter level values were averaged once 

more across gene symbols. 

 

 

Phenotype data pre-processing 

 

Each of the phenotypic datasets were the processed versions downloaded from prior 

publications and represented as a matrix of instances and features as detailed below. 

 

Human tonsil CODEX dataset 

The dataset was obtained from (Bhate et al., 2022; Kennedy-Darling et al., 2021). One tonsil 

from was utilized (referred to as tonsil 2 in (Bhate et al., 2022) and tonsil9338 in (Kennedy-

Darling et al., 2021)). This dataset contained XY positions for each cell, cell type annotations and 

cellular neighborhood annotations. Each cell was represented by the total number of each cell 

type amongst its 30 nearest neighboring cells (computed using the scikit-learn package 
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(Pedregosa et al., 2011)) as previously described. The features were log transformed, adding a 

pseudocount of 0.01. A sample of 40000 cells was utilized in downstream analyses. 

 

Colorectal Cancer (CRC) CODEX dataset 

The dataset was obtained from (Schürch et al., 2020). This dataset contained XY positions for 

each cell, cell type, cellular neighborhood, tissue sample, patient and patient group 

annotations. Each cell was represented by the total number of each cell type amongst its 20 

nearest neighboring cells (computed using the scikit-learn package) as previously described. 

The features were log transformed, adding a pseudocount of 1. A sample of 40000 cells was 

utilized in downstream analyses. 

 

Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells (PBMC) single-cell gene expression dataset 

The processed and filtered PBMC single-cell gene expression dataset was obtained from the 

Seurat data portal associated with (Hao et al., 2021). The h5seurat object was converted to the 

AnnData file format using the SeuratDisk package (Satija et al., 2019) and subsequently read 

using Scanpy (Wolf et al., 2018).  Data were log-transformed, adding a pseudo-count of 1. Only 

the samples at the time 0 time-point (prior to any treatment) were utilized.  The model used for 

Figures 3F-H was trained using the cells from the 0 time-point from patients 1, 3 and 5. The cell-

type annotations used were the “celltype.l1” columns in all subsequent analysis. 

 

Organogenesis single-cell gene expression dataset 

The sample of 100000 processed and filtered single cells from the mouse organogenesis cell 

atlas (Cao et al., 2019) was obtained from the associated data portal. The data were log 

transformed, adding a pseudocount of 1. The ‘lineage’ annotations for each cell referred to in 

Figure 3I were the ‘sub_trajectory_name’ annotations. 

 

NACR 
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Overview of approach 

An overview of PSAs and the NACR algorithm is presented in Supplementary Note 1, Sections 

1-2. The specific neural network architectures are detailed below. All models were built and 

trained using PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019). 

 

Methodology for analysis of models in genomes of different species 

The one-hot encoded genome sequences were constructed according to the procedure 

described above. Next, 40 NACR models were trained at each regularization strength into each 

genome. In each replicate model, the initialized values of the neural network parameters were 

different.  

• Genome: In each replicate model, a different sample of 10000 128-mers from the one-

hot encoded genome for each species was used as the target genome. In the case of the 

random genome, 10000 128-mers were generated by uniform sampling. 

• Phenotype: A sample of 40000 cells from the two tonsils in the HLT dataset was utilized, 

each represented by a 25 dimensional vector corresponding to the counts of each cell 

type within its 50 nearest neighbors.  

• Latent dimension: A 4-dimensional latent inner-product space was utilized. 

• Sequence embedding: Each 128-mer was represented as a 256-dimensional vector of 

counts of each possible 4-mer. The sequence-embedding component of phenotype-

genotype embedding model was therefore a 256 x 4 affine map.  

• Phenotype embedding: a 25x4 affine map was utilized. 

• Regularization: L1 regularization with different strength was applied to the weights of 

the affine map (not the bias). 

• Training: each model was trained for 10000 iterations with the Adam optimizer with 

learning rate 0.01. The sequence batch-size was 512, and the phenotype-instance batch-

size was 256. 
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The alignment loss was estimated on a held-out evaluation dataset of 40000 cells not included 

in the training dataset as follows. It was not feasible to compute the deviation in the distances 

between pairs of cells and their corresponding functionals in the genome across all 

40000x40000 possible pairs, and a batched estimate was therefore used.  

 

The 40000 cells were split into evaluation batches of size 256. The distances between pairs of 

cells in each batch were computed in the original phenotype, as well as in the functional space, 

across the entire set of 10000 128-mers utilized for training (rescaling the functional outputs to 

adjust for different numbers of samples in the Monte-Carlo estimate across the whole 

genome). For each pair of cells in each evaluation batch, the maximum absolute discrepancy 

between their distances in the original phenotype space and in the genome were evaluated. 

Next, the maximum of these discrepancies were taken across batches as an evaluation of the 

overall model. This is a lower bound on the maximum across all possible pairs of cells, since a 

large number of, but not all, pairs are evaluated. 

 

Architecture and training of NACR for human tonsil CODEX data 

The following describes the NACR model used in Figure 2E to assess gene-level enrichment and 

Figure 2G to assess activations on 128-mers extracted from different regions: 

• Genome: a sample of 10000000 128-mers from the one-hot encoded human genome 

was utilized. 

• Phenotype: A sample of 40000 cells from the tonsil 2/tonsil9338 in the HLT dataset was 

utilized, each represented by a 25 dimensional vector corresponding to the log counts of 

each cell type within its 30 nearest neighbors (with a pseudocount of 0.01). 

• Latent dimension: An 8-dimensional latent inner-product space was utilized. A ReLU 

activation was applied to the inner product to ensure positivity of the learned 

functionals. 

• Sequence embedding. The sequence-embedding was a fully-convolutional network. The 

input was a (S, 4,128) tensor where S is the sequence batch-size. The layers of this 

network were: 
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o Convolutional, input dim: 4, output dim: 16, kernel width: 5, padding: 2, stride 2, 

activation: ReLU, no bias 

o Max-pool, kernel-width: 2, stride: 2 

o Convolutional, input dim: 16, output dim: 8, kernel width: 5, padding: 2, stride 2, 

activation: ReLU, no bias 

o Max-pool, kernel-width: 2, stride: 2 

o Convolutional, input dim: 8, output dim: 8, kernel width: 5, padding: 2, stride 2, 

activation: ReLU, no bias 

o Max-pool, kernel-width: 2, stride: 2 

o Convolutional, input dim: 8, output dim: 8 (latent inner product space), kernel 

width:3, padding: 2, stride 2, activation: ReLU, no bias 

o Max-pool, kernel-width: 2, stride: 2.  

o Reshape to have output dimension(S,8) 

• Phenotype embedding: a 3-layer perceptron architecture was used. The input was (B, 

25) (where B was the phenotype-instance batch size, and 25 is the number of cell types 

in this dataset). The layers were: 

o Fully connected, input dim: 25, output dim 200, activation: ReLU. 

o Fully connected, input dim: 200, output dim 50 activation: ReLU. 

o Fully connected, input dim: 50, output dim 8 (latent inner product space) 

activation: ReLU. 

• Regularization: A sparsity regularization of 0.00001 was applied to the absolute 

functional outputs summed across batches. 

• Training: the model was trained for approximately 5 million iterations. The sequence 

batch-size was 512, and the phenotype-instance batch-size was 256. 

 

Architecture and training of NACR for colorectal cancer CODEX data 

The following describes the architecture and training of NACR on the CRC dataset used in 

Figures 2F, 2H and Figure 4.  

• Genome: the same sample of 128-mers as the human tonsil. 
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• Phenotype: A sample of 40000 cells from the CRC dataset was utilized, each represented 

by a 29 dimensional vector corresponding to the log counts of each cell type within its 

20 nearest neighbors (a pseudocount of 1 was added). 

• Latent dimension: 8, with ReLU, same as HLT 

• Sequence embedding: same as HLT. 

• Phenotype embedding: same as HLT, except with input-dimension 29. 

• Regularization: same as HLT. 

• Training: same as HLT. 

The same parameters and training procedure was utilized for each of the replicate models used 

to generate the results in Figure 4B-I. 

 

Architecture and training of NACR on PBMC gene expression data 

The following only describes the architecture and training of NACR on the PBMC dataset in 

Figures 3F-H. The methodology for assessment of the consistency of discrepancy scores across 

biological replicates is discussed after the general discussion of discrepancies. 

 

• Genome: the same sample of 10000000 128-mers from the human genome as HLT/CRC 

dataset 

• Phenotype: The log transformed expression values of cells  at time 0 from donors 1, 3 

and 5 in the dataset was utilized (a pseudocount of 1 was added). 

• Latent dimension: 8, with ReLU, same as HLT/CRC. 

• Sequence embedding: same as HLT/CRC. 

• Phenotype embedding: same as HLT/CRC, except with input-dimension = 20729 human 

genes. 

• Regularization: a sparsity regularization parameter of 0.00005 was utilized 

• Training: same as HLT/CRC, except the model was trained for 2.5E7 iterations. 
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Architecture and training of NACR for mouse organogenesis single-cell gene 

expression data 

The following only describes the architecture and training of NACR on the PBMC dataset  in 

Figures 3I. The methodology for assessment of the computation of discrepancy scores is 

discussed after the general discussion of discrepancies. 

 

• Genome: a sample of 10000000 128-mers from the mouse genome was utilized 

• Phenotype: The log transformed expression values of cells was utilized (a pseudocount 

of 1 was added). 

• Latent dimension: 8 with ReLU, same as HLT/CRC/PBMC. 

• Sequence embedding: same as HLT/CRC/PBMC. 

• Phenotype embedding: same as HLT/CRC/PBMC, except with input-dimension equal to 

the number of genes in the Cao et al dataset. 

• Regularization: a sparsity regularization parameter of 0.000001, as well as a complexity 

regularization parameter (L2, 0.00001) were utilized. 

• Training: same as HLT/CRC/PBMC, except the model was trained for 6E6 iterations. 

 

 

 

Discrepancy analysis 

 

Overview of discrepancy computations with NACR 

A general overview of the discrepancy functional motivation and computation is presented in 

Supplementary Note 1, Section 3. The specific computations are detailed below. 

 

Simulations to assess association between discrepancies and mutations 

The goal of the simulation is to assess whether discrepancies, as described above, can highlight 

the genomic sequence positions whose changes achieve desired phenotypic changes.  
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The strategy has seven stages: 

1. Choose an original phenotype and desired target phenotype. 

• The original phenotype is set to be an equal mixture of one dimensional Gaussians 

with centers at -1 and 1 respectively, represented by a sample of 100 points.  

• The target phenotype is set to be an equal mixture of one dimensional Gaussians 

with centers at -1 and 1.5 respectively (i.e., shifting the center at 1 by 0.5 in the 

positive direction) 

2. Sample a random binary genome 

• The sampled genome has a length of 1000. 

3. Identify a genotype-phenotype map Φ. This is a neural network, whose input is the 

sampled genome and output is original phenotype. 

• The neural network takes as input a 1000 binary vector (representing a binary 

genome), and outputs a 100 dimensional real vector (representing the phenotype) 

• The network is a multi-layer perceptron with two hidden layers of dimension 200 

and 50 respectively, with no biases. 

• The network is trained to match the sampled genome to the sampled phenotype (a 

single sample), at differing regularizations on the weights at each layer. In general, 

the network can perfectly fit the input data, and this is desired. 

4. Apply our NACR to find a PSA of the sampled phenotype with the sampled genome, T. 

• The genome is represented by enumeration of the frequencies of 3-mers within it. 

• The k-mer embedding is given by a linear map on k-mers 

• The latent dimension is 2 

• The phenotype embedding is a linear map from R to R2 

• The genotype embedding is a linear map from R3 to R2 

• Utilize the learned genomic model T to compute discrepancies for each 3-mer in the 

sampled genome for the target phenotype. 

• The discrepancy for a 3-mer s is taken to be (T(1)(s)-T(1.5)(s))2 

5. Use Φ to compute the “true” distance to target phenotype obtained by ‘flipping’ the 

genome (from 1 to 0 or vice versa) at each position in the genome (one at a time).  
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• The new phenotype is taken as the output of Φ on the mutated genome. 

• The distance to target-phenotype is computed as the 1-Wasserstein distance to a 

sample of 100 points from the target distribution (the mixture with shifted means). 

This is computed using the python optimal transport package (Flamary et al., n.d.). 

6. Take a rolling average of the “true” distance to target phenotype over 3-mers and assess 

the (Spearman) correlation between the discrepancies. 

 

There were 20 randomly sampled genomes utilized. For each sampled genome, regularization 

on Φ, and regularization on phenotype-genotype embedding, there were 20 phenotype-

genotype embedding models trained. Each point in Figure 2C represents the median correlation 

across these 20 phenotype-genotype embedding models. 

 

Biological reproducibility of discrepancies on PBMC gene expression data 

We now describe the NACR parameters used to assess reproducibility of phenotype-genotype 

embedding across individual patients in the PBMC dataset: 

• Genome: the same sample of 10000000 128-mers from the genome as described for 

HLT/CRC was utilized for all models. Each 128-mer was represented by the counts of 

each 4-mer, as for the NACR of tonsil with different genomes. 

• Phenotype: principal component analysis (PCA) with 1000 components was performed 

on the log transformed (with pseudocount of 1) PBMC single-cell gene expression data 

using the scikit-learn implementation. 

• Latent inner product dimension: 8. A ReLU activation was applied to the inner product 

to ensure positivity of the embeddings. 

• Sequence-embedding: a linear layer (input dimension = 256 possible 4-mers, output 

dimension 8)  is used. 

• Phenotype embedding: a linear layer (input dimension = 1000 principal components, 

output dimension 8)  
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• Training: each NACR was trained for 50000 iterations using the Adam optimizer with a 

learning rate of 0.01. The sequence batch-size was 512 and the single-cell batch-size 

was 256. 

• Regularization: PSAs were estimated at multiple combinations of sparsity and 

complexity regularization to investigate their effects on reproducibility. 

50000 random 128-mers were extracted from transcript regions. After PSAs had been 

obtained, discrepancies at each of these 128-mers were computed for increasing cell type 

expression in the principal directions. Specifically, for each of CD4+ T cells, Monocytes and CD8+ 

T cells, the difference in values at each 128-mer between the functional assigned to the mean 

expression (in the first 1000 principal components) and the value of the functional assigned to 

the mean expression increased by half a standard deviation in each of the first two principal 

components. Spearman correlations were computed. In addition, null alignments were also 

evaluated for this discrepancy. 

 

 

Computation of gene-level discrepancies for increasing IFNG expression in CD8 T 

cells  

A PSA was trained as described earlier in the Methods on the PBMC gene expression data. The 

IFNG gene was detected in 4.3% CD8+ T cells in the PBMC dataset with a mean expression of 

0.025. We identified 223 genes (including IFNG) that were detected in between 4 and 5% of 

CD8+ T cells and with expression between 0.02 and 0.03, and computed discrepancies 

corresponding to multiplying the mean expression vector of CD8+ T cells by a factor of 2 (i.e., 

approximately squaring in counts space since models were computed in log space) in the 

directions corresponding to each of these genes individually. These discrepancies were 

aggregated over genes as described above, yielding a matrix of dimension (num_genes, 223) of 

discrepancies. The discrepancies for each target gene were z-normalized across genes (i.e., 

across rows). The dominant rank-1 signal in this matrix was removed by performing singular 

value decomposition (SVD) in pytorch, and reconstructing the matrix but with the first singular 
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value set to 0. The entries of the reconstructed matrix were referred to as the normalized 

discrepancies. 

 

Association between discrepancies and CRISPR activation screening data 

The CRISPR transcriptional activation screen results for IFNG expression in CD8+ T cells was 

obtained from (Schmidt et al., 2022). The data there was filtered to only include the CRISPR 

activation screen for IFNG expression in CD8 T cells (other screens were included in the data 

table). Next, the common set of genes between those evaluated in the screen and those for 

which the discrepancies had been computed (a total of ~16000) had been computed were 

identified.  

For each of the 223 target genes, for whose upregulation discrepancies had been computed,  

the difference in median normalized discrepancy between hits and non-hits were computed at 

different absolute z-score (available in the data downloaded from the original publication) 

thresholds for defining a hit and receiver-operator characteristic curves and AUC were 

computed using scikit-learn. Permutation tests were 1-sided tests conducted by permuting hit 

assignments 2000 times in the case of medians and 500 times in the case of AUCs.  

 

The association of normalized IFNG upregulation discrepancies with gene hits was evaluated 

using multiple samples of size 20 from the set of 223 target upregulation genes for computation 

of normalized discrepancies to ensure it was not sensitive to the choice of genes we had used. 

 

The Pearson correlations between all genes and IFNG were computed directly, and the AUC for 

prediction of hits using correlations were assessed. The normalized discrepancies for 

upregulating IFNG were adjusted for correlations taking residuals from a linear model across 

genes, whose exogenous variable was the normalized discrepancy for IFNG upregulation and 

whose endogenous variables were a constant and the correlation with IFNG. The model was 

estimated using the statsmodels python package. The adjusted normalized discrepancies were 

then evaluated as above for association with gene hits. 
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CD4 Effectorness Gene Upregulation discrepancy analysis 

A list of CD4 T cell effectorness genes was obtained from(Cano-Gamez et al., 2020), and 205 

present in the single-cell gene expression matrix of the PBMC dataset were identified.  The 

discrepancy functionals corresponding to increasing the mean CD4+ T cell gene expression 

vector by log(1.5) in the direction of each effectorness gene individually were computed. The 

union of the top 100 most discrepant genes was taken for subsequent analysis. For each target 

effectorness gene, its discrepancies were z-normalized across genes. 

 

Next, clustering was performed by the using the seaborn clustermap and scipy fcluster package 

with a maximum number of clusters set to 15.  Each cluster that had more than five genes was 

evaluated for significantly enriched Gene Ontology Biological Process gene sets using the 

EnrichR api via the GSEApy package (Kuleshov et al., 2016). Select gene sets with FDR < 0.1 (in 

each cluster individually, not overall) were visualized alongside the heatmap. 

 

 

Lineage proportion increase discrepancy analysis 

Modules of discrepant genes 

A PSAl obtained as described above for the mouse organogenesis dataset with the mouse 

genome. The mean gene expression vectors and overall frequencies were computed for each 

lineage (corresponding to the ‘sub_trajectory_name’ annotation in the original dataset). For 

each lineage, a coupling matrix between the original frequencies and the frequencies 

corresponding to that lineage increased by a factor of 1.5 (with other marginals remaining 

constant) was computed. Specifically, entropy-regularized optimal transport using the Sinkhorn 

algorithm with a regularization parameter of 0.08 using the pairwise distance between cluster 

means as the cost matrix was computed using the python  optimal transport software package. 

Next, for each 128-mer in the gene sequence data, a matrix of squared pairwise differences 

between the functionals assigned by the genomic model to each lineage gene expression mean 

vector were computed. An overall discrepancy for the 128-mer was computed by taking the 
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inner product between the matrix of squared pairwise functional differences and the optimal 

transport coupling. These discrepancies were aggregated over genes as described above. 

 

The union of the 200 genes that were most discrepant for each target lineage increase were 

selected for downstream analysis, and discrepancies for each target lineage increase were z-

normalized across these 200 genes. Next, clustering and evaluation of significantly enriched 

mouse GO BP categories was conducted as with the PBMC dataset. 

 

Lineage-specific discrepant genes by regression 

We reported above certain genes enriched with high discrepancy specific to inhibitory neurons, 

Excitatory neurons and White blood cell lineages. These were obtained by taking the vector of 

z-normalized gene discrepancies and estimating a linear model with covariates given by the 

discrepancies for the other lineages (estimated using the statsmodels python package), and 

subsequently ranking genes by their residuals with respect to this model. EnrichR was used to 

identify developmental genes within the top 10 ranked by these residuals. 

 

 

Discrepancies for increasing intratumoral CD8 T cells in CRC 

Gene level analysis 

The average cell type frequencies in CN 2 (bulk tumor) were computed using annotations from 

(Schürch et al., 2020). Next, the discrepancies for increasing the counts of CD8+ T cells from 

0.12  to 0.5 in log space were computed and aggregated across genes using 6 PSAs (training 

NACR as described above) and 99 null alignments (with the same architecture as the trained 

models). The proportion of pairs of trained models with Spearman correlation > 0.3 across 

genes was compared to pairs of untrained models via permutation of the label assignments. 

 

Student’s t test statistics and p-values were computed for the difference between the 

discrepancies at each gene between the 6 trained models and the 99 untrained models. These 

p-values were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure implemented in the 
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statsmodel package suggesting CXCL11 as the only significantly different one. The top twenty 

genes with highest test statistic are used as “hits” for the target phenotype and visualized in 

Figure 4C. 

 

The TCGA-COADREAD gene expression dataset was downloaded from (Liu et al., 2018). The 

Spearman correlation and p-values of each of the hit genes with CD8A expression in this 

dataset was computed using the Scipy implementation. Significance was determined as 

correlation p value < 0.05/20 (i.e., Bonferroni corrected).  

 

A null distribution was obtained to assess the significance of 15/20 being correlated with CD8A 

expression. Specifically, 6 of the 99 null alignments were randomly selected, and the t-test 

statistics were computed comparing the averaged discrepancies in those 6 null alignments to 

the 93 other null alignments to yield 20 null hit genes. The proportion of these that were 

significantly associated with CD8A expression was stored, and the procedure was repeated 

5000 times. The reported p-value is the fraction of times that greater than or equal to 15/20 hit 

genes were significantly associated with CD8A expression. In addition, a binomial p value was 

computed using n = 20, p = 0.53 (which was the proportion of genes significantly correlated 

with CD8A). 

 

Analysis along CXCL11 transcript 

Each 128-mer whose 65th base pair (centered at) was within the transcription start and end site 

of the CXCL11 transcript was extracted (GRCh38 assembly, using RefSeq annotations).  Next, 

the discrepancies for increasing CD8+ T cell frequency in the tumor CN as above were 

computed for each of the six PSAs and 100 null alignments at each 128-mer were computed 

and z-normalized across all the 128-mers. A p-value for an increase in discrepancy at each 

position was obtained as follows. The difference between means at each 128-mer centered  at 

each position in the transcript were computed, and a one-sided permutation p-value was 

computed by applying 20000 permutations to the untrained vs trained label. Next, the coding 

region within the third exon was translated using the Biopython translate function.  
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The score assigned to each amino acid was the minimum p-value assigned to the three 

positions contained within the codon coding for it. 

 

Analysis of individual PSA discrepancies for CD8
+

 T cells 

The individual PSA used for Figures 2F-I was utilized. The top 100 most discrepant genes for the 

target (increase intratumoral CD8+ T cells from 0.14 to 0.5) were selected, and EnrichR analysis 

was performed for identification of significantly enriched GOBP categories (FDR < 0.1). Only two 

categories (those displayed in Figure 4E) were significantly enriched. The TCGA COAD-READ 

dataset was used via the cBioPortal to produce Kaplan-Meier plots for survival analysis and 

computation of log-rank p-values for alterations in the CD200R1, PTGS2 or MMP3. The other 

enriched category (with genes ROMO1, DEFA5, CFHR1) was assessed by manual literature 

search. 

 

Analysis of promoter-level discrepancies  

For each transcript in the RefSeq table, discrepancies were computed by extracting the 128-

mers contained within the 5000bp upstream of the transcription start site (adjusting for the 

strand). Next, discrepancy functionals for increasing CD8+ T cell frequencies in CN2 were 

computed for the individual PSA used for Figures 2F-I and Figures 4E-H as above and 

aggregated over the promoter regions. Next, the promoter-level discrepancies were averaged 

across gene-symbols and genes were ranked by discrepancies for their promoters. EnrichR 

analysis was performed on the top 100 most discrepant genes, and only one GO BP category 

was significantly enriched (FDR < 0.1) as depicted in Figure 4I. 

 

 

Discrepancies for architectural alteration 

Tissue samples that did not contain CN5 (the follicle, defining characteristic of the patient 

groups) were selected in each patient group (51 for CLR, 67 for DII). The mean cell type 

frequency vectors for each sample was computed. The pairwise distance between these vectors 
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was used as the cost matrix to identify an optimal transport coupling between the distributions 

with equal weights supported at each of these vectors, using the implementation of the 

Sinkhorn algorithm (with regularization parameter = 0.1) in the python OT software package. 

Next, the pairwise differences between the functionals assigned by the PSAl used for Figures 

4E-I to each vector were computed at each 128-mer and the inner product between this matrix 

and the learned optimal transport coupling were taken to yield a discrepancy for each 128-mer. 

These discrepancies were aggregated across genes. The top 100 most discrepant genes were 

selected, and enriched GOBP categories were identified using the EnrichR api implemented in 

the GSEApy package. The only enriched term is depicted in Figure 4K. The genes in this category 

were investigated by manual literature search. 

 

 

Other biological analyses 

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis 

For Figures 2E and Figure 2F, gene set enrichment analysis was performed. First, functionals 

were computed for each 128-mer from the PSAs specified above: 

• For the tonsil dataset, the functional used to rank genes was the difference in mean cell 

type frequency vectors across cells assigned to the dark zone and across cells assigned 

to the light zone. The CN assignments were obtained from (Bhate et al., 2022).   

• For the CRC dataset, the functional used was the difference in mean cell type frequency 

vectors across patches assigned to the CLR patient group and across patches assigned to 

the DII patient group.  

 

Next, a gene-level functional value was computed by averaging across 128-mers in the gene 

dataset, as described in the sequence data preparation section of Methods. Genes were ranked 

by functional values aggregated over genes, and enriched Gene Ontology Biological Process 

categories were identified using the fgsea R package (Korotkevich et al., 2021) (considering 

categories with between 10 and 500 genes). Those categories with FDR < 0.1 were selected.  
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A p-value was computed as the frequency of times each category was significantly enriched in 

99 untrained models; the ‘Train’ p-value reported in Figures 2E-F are the Benjamini-Hochberg 

adjusted values. 

 

Null alignments were used to obtain a p-value corresponding to how frequently each category 

that was significantly was enriched according to a functional obtained from PSA was enriched in 

a functional obtained from a null alignment and FDR adjusted. 

 

SNP analysis 

The dataset of pathogenic SNPs were downloaded from the ClinVar database (Landrum et al., 

2018), as follows. First, a search for variants containing the term ‘colorectal’ was conducted. 

Variants labelled “pathogenic”, “single-nucleotide” and “expert panel” validated were selected 

and downloaded. The difference in the functional assigned to PSA to the CLR cell type 

frequency mean and the DII cell type frequency mean was evaluated at the 128-mers centered 

at each SNP. SNPs with ‘N’ nucleotides in the GRCh38 assembly in their 128-mers were 

excluded, yielding a total of 419 variants evaluated in the subsequent analysis. 

 

In addition to the 128-mers centered at each SNP, 1000 128-mers sampled at random from the 

1MB either side of each SNP were extracted to form a dataset of ‘null’ variants. A two-sided 

permutation test with 1000 permutations was conducted to assess the presence of a difference 

in activations at the SNPs vs the null variants. Next, the same p-value was computed using 100 

null alignments. 
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Description of Code 

 
The following table describes the notebooks included with this publication. These contain the 
code and resulting figures as described.  
 

Submission notebook name Figures Description 

Notebook_1_sequence-data-
preparation.ipynb All 

Generating 1hot encoded sequence data 
for genomes and genes 

Notebook_2_Species-
Comparison.ipynb 2C 

Comparing PSA of tonsil with different 
genomes 

Notebook_3_PG-embedding-
HLT.ipynb 2E NACR of tonsil with GRCh38  
Notebook_4_PG-embedding-
CRC.ipynb 2F NACR of CRC iTME with GRCh38 
Notebook_5-PG-embedding-
CRC-multiple-
initializations.ipynb 4B-D 

NACR of CRC iTME with GRCh38 from 
multiple initializations 

Notebook_6-PG-embedding-
HLT-multiple-
initializations.ipynb not shown 

NACR of tonsil with GRCh38 from multiple 
initializations 

Notebook_7_CRC-model-
analysis-part1.ipynb 2F, 4B-D 

Gene-level scores for CLR/DII difference 
functional with PSA and null alignments; 
gene and AA level discrepancies for CD8+ T 
cell increases 

Notebook_8-HLT-model-
analysis.ipynb 2E 

Gene-level scores for Dark Zone/Light 
Zone difference functional with PSA and 
null alignments 

Notebook_9_HLT-GSEA-
R.ipynb 2E 

GSEA analysis in R for DarkZone/Light 
Zone difference 

Notebook_10_CRC-GSEA-
R.ipynb 2F 

GSEA analysis in R for CLR/DII difference 
functional 

Notebook_11_comparing-
region-activations.ipynb 2G 

Comparing functionals values evaluated 
on different types of regions 

Notebook_12_CRC-model-
evaluation-part2.ipynb 2H, 4E-K 

Comparing individual CRC DII vs CLR on 
pathogenic SNPs, intratumoral CD8+ and 
CLR vs DII discrepancies  

Notebook_13_simulation.ipyn
b 3C 

Simulating genotype-phenotype map to 
measure correlations with discrepancies 
and distance to target phenotype 

Notebook_14_PBMC-
biological-replicates.ipynb 3E 

Biological replicates correlations for 1-
layer NACR between discrepancies for 
increasing expression of PCs in cell types 
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Notebook_15_PG-embedding-
PBMC.ipynb 3F-H NACR of PBMC dataset with GRCh38 
Notebook_16_PBMC-model-
analysis.ipynb 3F-H 

Analysis of discrepancies for IFNG and CD4 
effectorness 

Notebook_17_MOCA-
biological-replicates.ipynb not used 

Biological replicates correlations for 1-
layer models between discrepancies for 
increasing expression of PCs in cell types 

Notebook_18_PG-embedding-
MOCA.ipynb 3I 

NACR of mammalian organogenesis 
dataset into mm10 

Notebook_19_MOCA-model-
analysis.ipynb 3I 

Analysis of discrepancies for increasing 
embryo lineages 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Defining templates of  a CMP using causal phenotype sequence alignment 

A. Conceptual summary of theory. 1) The genome (left, represented by black box) produces 

complex molecular phenotypes (CMPs), represented by blue structure. 2) A template of the 

CMP can be found within the genome (black structure of similar shape to CMP). 3) Given any 

edit to CMP (original CMP on left and edited CMP on right, top row), correspondingly editing the 

template (bottom row, template in genome resembles new CMP) results in production of the 

correctly edited CMP (structure on bottom row matches top row correctly, indicated by green 

tick). 

B. Schematic illustration of the causal phenotype sequence alignment procedure. 1) An observed 

CMP (left) and the genome are represented as metric spaces (with black points and distances as 

seen visually on the page) 2) A phenotype sequence alignment (PSA) is a map sending points in 

the CMP to points the genome while preserving distances. Black dashed arrows indicate where 

points in phenotype space are sent in genome. 3) Editing the CMP is modelled as moving 

selected points of the CMP in selected directions, visualized by blue arrows. 4) Causal phenotype 

sequence alignment (CPSA) maps the edit from 3) to the genome. The alignment is causal if 

genetically manipulating the genomic loci corresponding to the edit results in production of the 

correctly edited CMP. 

C. Three ingredients in formal definition of CMP. CMPs are datapoints in a metric space referred to 

as phenotype space. Left: each point in phenotype space is a possible observation vector, 

assigning a real number to each feature (examples listed above). Top right: The distance 

between points in phenotype space is the standard Euclidean distance. Lower right: An 

observation of a CMP is a collection of points in phenotype space, as visualized in the oval. 

D. Representation of a single genome as a metric space. Left: the points in the metric space are k-

mer functionals, two examples shown in red and green boxes. Each k-mer functional assigns a 

real number to every k-mer in the genome. Right: the distance between two functionals (red 

and green lines respectively) in the metric space are obtained by summing the squared 

differences in their values on each k-mer in the genome (orange differences between lines). The 

distances between two functionals depends on how often each k-mer appears, so the metric 

encodes the sequence of the genome. 
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E. Visualizing phenotype sequence alignments of CMPs with the genome. Left: the CMP is a 

collection of points in phenotype space as in Figure 1C. Each pair of points has a distance 

(colored arrows between points).  The alignment T sends points in phenotype space to k-mer 

functionals in the genome in a distance preserving way. Right: The areas (labelled a,b,c,d,e,f) 

between the curves T(x1), T(x2), T(x3) (red, green and blue respectively) must satisfy the 

equations listed if T preserve distances. 

 

Figure 2. PSAs capture specific genetic information from a single phenotypic measurement 

A. Summary of the Neural Alignment of CMP and Reference genome (NACR) algorithm. Left, top: 

the input data is only: a CMP and reference genome sequence (no genetic variation, biological 

annotations or external data are used). Left, bottom: the output is a function T mapping points 

in phenotype space to k-mer functionals while preserving distances. Right: Two neural networks 

F and G extract m-dimensional representations of datapoints and k-mers respectively. The value 

of functional T(x) on k-mer s is the inner product of these representations, i.e. T(x)(s) =  <F(x), 

G(s)>. 

B. Summary of applying NACR to find PSA of high-parameter tissue image with a reference 

genome. Image is represented as a of cell type counts (identified by segmentation, with no 

biological annotations) within image patches. 128-mers are extracted from the reference 

genome. An “alignment loss” trains F and G as in Figure 2A to enforce that T is a PSA. 

Regularization terms are included to restrict complexity of PSA. 

C. Quality of PSAs of human tonsil with different genomes as permitted complexity of NACR is 

varied. Each plotted point indicates the alignment loss (y axis) obtained by training NACR from 

initialization on a set of 10000 128-mers extracted from the reference genome of the species 

indicated by the point’s color as the alignment complexity (x axis) is restricted by L2 

regularization on neural network weights, see Methods. ** indicates Mann Whitney p < 0.01, 

***= p< 0.001. 

D. PSA scores genes by correspondence with points in phenotype space. Given a point x in 

phenotype space and an alignment T, the functional T(x) is aggregated over genes by summing 

128-mers extracted between the transcription start site and transcription end site to compute a 

gene functional corresponding to x. 

E. PSA of human tonsil with GRCh38 highlights tonsil-specific gene modules. Table of significantly 

enriched gene sets when genes are ranked by the difference in correspondence with Dark-Zone 
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and Light-Zone in PSA from applying NACR to align tonsil CODEX data with GRCh38. GSEA FDR 

indicates the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure adjusted p-values. Train FDR indicates the p-value 

relative to null alignments (i.e., without training NACR) in which that GO term was also 

significantly enriched, adjusted for multiple hypotheses. 

F. PSA of CRC immune tumor microenvironment with GRCh38 highlights CRC-specific gene 

modules. Table of significantly enriched gene sets when genes are ranked by the difference in 

correspondence with CLR and DII patients in alignment of CRC CODEX data with GRCh38. 

Columns as Figure 2E. 

G. Association of functional values with pathogenic SNPs. The value of the functional in Figure 2F 

was evaluated on 128-mers centered at each of 419 ClinVar single-nucleotide polymorphisms 

that were expert-validated as pathogenic and contained the search term ‘colorectal’ (right hand 

violin and points) and 10000 128-mers centered on positions extracted at random within the 

1MB up-and downstream of the SNPs were evaluated. Train p indicates the frequency of null 

alignments with a less than or equal permutation p-value. 

H. PSAs preferentially highlight different types of genomic region. 20000 random 128-mers from 

promoter (2kb upstream of TSS), terminator (2kb downstream of transcription end site), 

transcript and intergenic (not promoter, transcript or terminator) regions were extracted from 

each chromosome. Average absolute values for the functional used for Figure 2E (top) and 2F 

(bottom) for each chromosome are plotted. Significant p-values in Supplementary Figure 1A. 

 

Figure 3. PSAs of single-cell gene expression distributions are templates 

A. Implenting causal phenotype sequence alignment with discrepancy functionals. Top left: The 

original CMP is represented as clusters in phenotype space (green circles, size indicate size of 

cluster). A phenotypic edit is modelled as shifting cluster means (x1, x2, x3) to (x1 +dx1, x2 +dx2, x3 

+dx3) in phenotypic space. Blue arrow shifts green circle at x1 to red circle at x1 + dx1; dx2 = dx3 = 

0. Discrepancy functional (blue trace in lower right) is obtained by taking the squared 

differences (dashed blue lines) at each k-mer between the functional assigned to T(x1) and T(x1 

+dx1 ) (top right, red and green traces respectively). Lower left: formula for the discrepancy 

functional. The PSA a template if genomic loci with high discrepancy are those whose 

experimental manipulation achieve the edit. 

B. Simulation strategy to assess whether information-efficiency of the genome imposes CMPs to 

have templates. Top: a random binary genome is sampled and a neural network Φ is trained 
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with one sample (the sampled genome) to output a mixture of two Gaussians (centered at -1 

and 1) with or without regularization (information-efficiency). This neural network is the 

genotype-phenotype map. Lower, left column, top: a PSA is identified by NACR of the output 

genome with the sampled CMP. Lower, left column, bottom:  the edit to the CMP is a shift in 

one of the mixture components (b -> b’). Lower, middle column: T(b) and T(b’) are computed at 

each 3-mer yielding a discrepancy (T(b)-T(b’))
2
. Right column: each bit in the genome is flipped 

one-by-one and the resultant CMP is computed by applying Φ, and the distance to the target 

phenotype (Wasserstein distance) is measured. The correlation between the discrepancies and 

the distance to target CMP are assessed. 

C. Information-efficiency of the genotype-phenotype map enforces CMPs to have templates in 

simulations. Spearman correlation between discrepancies and distance to target CMP across 20 

binary genome samples under varying regularization of the genomic model (x axis) and varying 

information-efficiency constraints (color, regularization of Φ) using the simulation strategy in 

Figure 3B. * = t-test p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001. Blue * indicates p< 0.05 when 

comparing absolute values of blue “untrained” and “unregularized” violins. Orange **  indicates 

p<0.01 when comparing absolute values of orange “untrained” and “unregularized” violins. 

D. Overview of applying CPSA to find genomic loci that edit cell type specific gene expression. Top: 

an alignment T of a single-cell gene expression dataset with a reference genome is found by 

PSA. Bottom: the discrepancy between the functionals assigned to the original average gene 

expression vector of a cell type and the shifted gene expression vector are computed at each k-

mer, as in Figure 2A. 

E. Discrepancies for editing cell type specific gene expression are consistent across biological 

replicates. The target edits were increasing values of gene expression in direction of top three 

principal components monocytes, CD4
+
 T cells and CD8

+
 T cells (x axis). Discrepancy functionals 

for edits were obtained from PSAs of PBMC single-cell gene expression of individual donors in 

(Hao et al., 2021) dataset with GRCh38, with either no training or varying regularization (color) 

were. Points indicate Spearman correlations between discrepancies evaluated on 50000 random 

k-mers from each pair of donors PSAs. 

F. Discrepancies for increasing IFNG expression in CD8
+ 

T cells correspond to gene-hits in CRISPR 

activation screen for increasing interferon gamma protein expression. Discrepancies for 

increasing IFNG expression in CD8
+
 T cells were computed using an alignment of PBMC single-

cell gene expression dataset with GRCh38 and subsequently aggregated over genes as per 
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Figure 2D and normalized. Receiver-operator-characteristic curve for using normalized gene-

level discrepancies to select gene hits in CRISPR activation screen for interferon-gamma 

expression. Permutation p-value for area-under-curve (AUC) reported. 

G. Association with CRISPR screen hits for interferon gamma expression is specific to discrepancy 

for increasing IFNG expression. Normalized gene level discrepancies for increasing each of 223 

genes with similar expression patterns to IFNG in CD8
+
 T cells in PBMC dataset were evaluated 

for AUC (x axis)/p-values (y axis) predicting CRISPR screen hits. Black points indicate permutation 

genes p-value < 0.05 (horizontal line). Red star is IFNG. 

H. Discrepancies for shifting CD4
+
 T cell effectorness genes reveal regulatory modules. Normalized 

discrepancies for each gene (rows) for increasing expression of CD4
+
 T cell “effectorness” genes 

one-by-one (columns). Color of heatmap indicates normalized discrepancy. Union of 200 most 

discrepant genes (rows) for each effectorness gene (column) shown. Row color: hierarchical 

clustering and cutting with a maximum of 15 clusters (row colors). Below: enriched GO biological 

processes (FDR < 0.1 in individual clusters) and corresponding genes in cluster. 

I. Discrepancies for editing organogenesis lineage composition reveal lineage-specific master 

transcription factors. Normalized discrepancies of genes (rows) corresponding to increasing the 

frequency of cell lineages (columns) in alignment of mouse organogenesis single-cell gene 

expression atlas dataset with mm10. Union of 200 most discrepant genes (rows) for each 

developmental lineage (column) shown. Row color: hierarchical clustering and cutting with a 

maximum of 15 clusters (row colors). Below: enriched GO biological processes (FDR < 0.1 in 

individual clusters) and corresponding genes in cluster. 

 

Figure 4. PSAs of the CRC iTME with GRCh38 are templates 

A. Illustration of target edit to CMP. Target edit is to increase the frequency of CD8+ T cells (black 

dots) in the tumor cellular neighborhood (CN, green). 

B. Discrepancies for target edit are consistent across PSAs obtained from multiple NACR training 

runs from random initializations. Spearman correlation in gene-level discrepancies for target 

edit compared between pairs of PSAs (lower) from null alignments (randomly initialized but not 

trained) with the same architecture. Input to NACR: CRC iTME CODEX data and GRch38. 1-sided 

permutation p-value. 

C. Discrepancies reveal genes associated with editing tumor infiltrating CD8
+
 T cells. Top twenty 

genes by discrepancy increase in 6 PSAs relative to 99 null alignments (t-scores, x axis) are 
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plotted by association with CD8A expression in tumors from TCGA COAD-READ dataset (y-axis). 

Red point (CXCL11) indicates FDR < 0.1 and significant association with CD8A expression.  15/20 

were significantly associated with CD8A expression. P values: 3.7% subsets of null alignments 

had 15 or more of top 20 genes associated with CD8A expression; 53% genes significantly 

associated, n = 20 genes, Binomial p-value = 0.034. PSAs as Figure 4B. 

D. Discrepancies identify an active site in CXCL11 whose mutation alters lymphocyte trafficking. 

Permutation p-value for increase in discrepancy in PSAs vs null alignments for target edit 

evaluated at 128-mers at centered at each position in transcript sequence of CXCL11 (log p value 

on y axis) at each position. Exon and coding sequence boundaries as indicated. Black points 

indicate permutation p< 0.01. Lower: the amino acid translation of exon 2 is illustrated colored 

by p-value for discrepancy increase in PSAs. The position with significantly higher discrepancy 

was previously shown in mutagenesis studies to affect trafficking of lymphocytes. PSAs as Figure 

4B. 

E. Discrepancies for target edit identify sequences of gene modules associated with antitumoral 

immune response. Significantly enriched GO biological process categories, genes and FDR 

amongst the top 100 genes with highest discrepancy for edit obtained from PSA of CRC dataset 

with GRch38 in Figure 2. 

F. Mutations in discrepant genes associated with patient survival. Survival analysis in TCGA data 

(image credit cBioHub) comparing patients with alterations in CD200R1, MMP3 or PTGS2 to 

patients without.  

G. Genetic manipulation of discrepant gene edits tumor infiltrating CD8
+
 T cells. Previously 

reported data under CCBY 4.0 license from (Sun et al., 2020) showing lentiviral overexpression 

of ROMO1 in transplanted bone-marrow cells reduces intratumoral T cells in a mouse model of 

glioblastoma.  

H. Genetic manipulation of discrepant gene edits tumor infiltrating CD8 T cells. Previously reported 

data under CCBY 4.0 license from (Markosyan et al., 2019) showing PTGS2 KO in pancreatic 

tumors increases intratumoral CD8+ T cell frequency. 

I. Discrepancies identify promoter regions associated with CD8
+
 T cell trafficking. Enriched gene 

modules amongst top 100 genes ranked by discrepancy for target edit aggregated over their 

promoter regions (5kb upstream of TSS). 

J. Target edit: large-scale architecture change, edit the extrafollicular regions of the iTME from 

resembling that of diffuse immune infiltrate (DII) patients to a Crohn’s like reaction (CLR) 
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patients. Optimal transport coupling (matrix on right) was computed between DII patients’ and 

CLR patients’ samples and used to compute discrepancies for architecture change.  

K. Enriched GO Biological Processes amongst top 100 most discrepant genes for architecture 

change edit. Underlined genes indicate those previously shown to be associated with enhanced 

B cell infiltrate in cancer. CXCR4 is bold because its pharmacological inhibition was shown to 

induce a B cell response in CRC patients. 
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Supplementary Figure Legends 

 

Supplementary Figure 1 

A. Significant (permutation p-value < 0.05) differences between absolute functional values in 

Figure 2H between 128-mers extracted from different types of sequence region. 

 

Supplementary Figure 2. 

A. Spearman correlations (y axis) between discrepancies for increasing different PCs in different 

cell types (x axis) pairs of patients at sparsity and complexity regularization hyperparameter = 

0.1. 

B. Heatmap indicating  discrepancies for increasing gene (column) aggregated over genes in 

genome (row), z-normalized across rows. 

C. Heatmap after the first singular value had been removed from matrix in B. 

D. -log10(permutation p-value) (y-axis) for difference in median normalized discrepancy for 

increasing IFNG expression between hits and non-hits (blue) or AUC for using high discrepancy 

for increasing IFNG expression to indicate hits (orange) as absolute z-score threshold for 

defining hits in CRISPR screen is varied (x-axis). 

E. Observed difference in median normalized discrepancy between hits and non-hits in CRISPR 

screen (x-axis) corresponding to shifting mean CD8
+ 

T cell expression in direction of each of 223 

genes with similar expression patterns as IFNG. Each point is a gene in the genome over which 

the discrepancies are aggregated. 

F. Pearson correlation coefficient between IFNG expression and normalized discrepancy for 

increasing IFNG. Each point is a gene in the genome over which the discrepancies are 

aggregated. 

G. Histogram of p-values when discrepancies are normalized (removal of first singular value) using 

20 samples of genes for whose shift the discrepancy is computed. 

H. Table of top 5 genes (left column) by normalized discrepancy (right column) for increasing IFNG 

expression 
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I. Extending CPSA to find discrepancies in Figure 3A, lower left for general phenotypic shifts using 

optimal transport between original and target phenotype (image). Expression for discrepancy 

(formula) (see Supplementary Note 1, Section 3). 

 

Supplementary Figure 3. 

A. Empirical null distribution of % of top 20 hits that have significant association with CD8A 

expression when subsets of 6 null alignments are compared to other 93 null alignments (across 

5000 samples). Line indicates 0.75, which is test statistic observed when comparing 6 PSAs to 99 

null alignments. Area on right of line is 3.7% of models. 

B. Top genes by normalized discrepancy increase in PSAs relative to null alignments for shifting 

iTME organization from DII-like to CLR-like. 

C. Kaplan-Meier overall survival curves for high expression vs. low expression of SLC30A1 in Stage 

iv, iva and ivb CRC patients (best expression cut off). TCGA data, image credit: Human Protein 

Atlas. 
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